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ALBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN.
VOLUME

ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY .EVENING.

11)

FILIPINOS MUST HAVE

ANTI-FOREIG- N

A

SQUARE

DEAL--TAF- T

XUMliKK lllii
NEW

LIABILITY

Messrs. Luna and

Astounding News From Three Chicago Institutions

ital in Vain.

TWENTY-SI- X

Which Comptroller Orders Into Liquidation and

SMASHED

Which

RIOTING FEARED

Ixmdnn,

Dec. 18.

A

TONIGHT

For

cable dispatch

to the business houses in London this
afternoon says that the

LEARNS OF
SERIOUS SITUATION
Washington. D. C, Dec. lt. The
has news from
Plate department
Sanghai that a serious situation exists there. Two cablegrams received
at the state department over night,
slate that the trouble arose through
a strike and was increased by a dispute growing out of some cases being
tried before the consular courts. Two
foreigners have been killed and many
are wounded. Navy forces are guarding the streets. No Americans thus
far have been injured.
WASHINGTON

SANTA

AUTOMOBILE RIDE

JOINT STATEHOOD

WHO

IS WORTH HAVING

FOR SOUTH POLE

ORATORS RETURN

CLAUS

Antartic Explorer Will Seek Illinois Editor Spends Large
Messrs. Rodey, Childers,
Sums Yearly on the
Pole by Auto Instead
Miera and Sheridan EntPoor,
of Dogs.
ertained at Tucson.

TWENTY KILLED, AND
MORE FIGHTING FEARED.
New York, Dec. 18. A serious riot
.
among the coolie laborers, resulting in
foe death of twenty Chinese and the
injury of several foreigners, occurred
FEASIBLE HAS GOOD ANNUAL INCOME
at Shanghai, China, today, according TALKED TO CROWDED HOUSE PLAN SAID TO BE
to a cablegram received by Fearton,
Daniel & Co., of this city, from their
Shanghai office. The cablegram says:
Now Designing the But All Above Necessary
Ex
Ad- (Experts Are
sus- And Eloquently Portrayed the
Rioting by coolies; business
pended; two police stations burned.
He
Expects
Car That
Devoted to Christ'
- ptnses
vantages to be Derived
About twenty Chinese killed and a few
foreigners Injured Marine volunteers
to Ise.
mus Charities, From Joint Statehood.
restoring order. Further trouble and
lighting anticipated tonight."
M. Heuryck
Brussels, Dec. 18.
When
to
Jacksonville. 111., Iec. 18.
Hon. B. S. Rodey,
BOYCOTTERS PROMOTE
the Antarctic explorer, pro- Santa Claus makes his annual visit
B. Child- Arcowskl,
THE DISTURBANCE. congress, and Attorney
poses to reach the hitherto unexplorJacksonville, he doesn't leave until
Shanghai, Dec. 18 The incipient ers, president of the New Mexico ed regions of the South Pole by motor to
he Is sure every body has had a square
riot was promoted by lioycotters on Joint Statehood League, accompanied car. According toAbe reports of ex- deal,
and even then he Isn't satisfied,
account of an incident Involving the
from the for he works wonderful surprises upon
plorers, who
SheriJ.
and
J.
Miera
A.
E.
by
Hon.
mixed' court The German consul was
unhoHpitablofiores of the South
deserving poor of the city all the
dan, returned to the city this morn- Polar Sea, vast fields of smooth ice the
atoned and the American
year
rouud. This is all because Santa
they
and several other foreigners were at- ing from Tucson, Aril., where
extends from the natural landing Claus in this case is Samuel W. Nichtacked and Injured.
attended a big rally of the Joint state- places of the South Polar Sea, which ols, editor of the Jacksonville Dally
is supposed to extend from the pole Journal.
hood advocate of Tucson hfdd at that
and cover the entire polar region. It
THERE WAS TROUBLE
For 'a number of years Nichols has
night.
Saturday
place last"
is said to be like a vast frozen pond. been the self appointed impersonator
enparty
is
Every member of the
OVER THIS CANINE
Other explorers have been on that of the good old "Saint Nick," and he
thusiastic over the trip. They con- field, but they could not travel fast likes the role. His business nets him
sider it a great success. They left enough to complete their explorations. a good Income and ha has been In ?iio
POUN DM ASTER WARD QUESTIONThursday night, but were Captain Scott traveled over the ice habit of spending the surplus above
ED POLICEMAN'S WORD
AND the city on
unable to reach Tucson before mid for five months, but his dogs could his necessary expenses for the benefit
THEN FOLLOWS DOINGS.
night Friday night, too late to attend ouly make ten miles a day, aud in the of his friends, among whom is includhad been arranged end he was driven back by the foar ed anyone In the city who needs asPoundmaster Ward, among his re- a receptionbywhich
tbo Joint satuienooa of starvation
sistance.
cent captures, gathered luto the toils for them Tucson.
Mr. Arcowskl has an apparently
However, tney
Many young men and women too
a canine belonging to the Londm league of
diffito
simple
overcome
plan
these
ushered
to
and
depot
were
at
the
met
poor to obtain an education otherwise
Club Livery company. This particuhotel, where tuey were culties. He has calculated that if he have been helped through college by
lar doggie was licensed, the owner the Santa Rita
informal but very traveled ten times as fast as Captain this practical philanthropist and are
asserted, but the jMiundmaaler was entertuined lu an On
Saturday morn- Scott did, he would be able to reach now making names for themselves In
unable to see it that way, conse- pleasant manner.
pole long before there was any the business
visiting
professional life of
quently he declined to liberate It. ing six automobiles gave thea flfteeu the
danger of starvation. He proposes to the community.and
advocates
Assistant Chief of police Kennedy Joint statehood the
do this by using motor cars, and the
city.
Besides good work of this nature
went to remonstrate with Ward, but mile ride about
"We found Tucson a thriving city idea is approved by Captain Scott. Nichols has taken an especial Interest
his solicitations were In vain for
of about la.tiutl population," said Mi. Mr. Shackleton and other explor- in children. Last year 400 of them
Ward was positive that the bull-pu- p
in speaking ol ers, also consideer the plan as feasaccompanied him to the exposition at
had no legal right to be running Rodey. this morning
ible. The motor car designed for St. IxiuIh. This year 431 of them went
about the afreets. As the story is the trip. "And 1 was much impressed polar exploration,
will, of course, be a with him to the same city. Ilesidcs
schools locateu
told, Ward finally told the officer that with the magnificent
affair from ordinary ma this he has often piloted parties of
Ari- ho was just as much an officer of the there." continued Mr. Kodey. educacblne. The wheels, for Instance, will from five to twenty all over the Unit-feterritorial
law as he (Kennedy) was, at which zona has all of her grouped
there to- - be a root wide, tired with leatner, ana
States and Mexico. In selecting
the assistant chief placed WaiU Jn tlonal institutions
about flfteeu studded with long, protruding nails, the ltttlo travelers for these annual
durance vile, relieving hlin of his gether, and they include
a hold in the frozen excursions he has
as largo to give them
each
of th
.
.. twice ..It
star, billy, etc. He then proceeded to buildings,
T . ..
... of them
U.Ia
win r.inn an ui.mj
uu.
i nurr .1. on ...It
uuiiuiub
iu the public schools.
teachers
release the dog. Later matters were us any nubile I'liucauuiiai
tshaped like the runner of a Canadian
Mexico."
It iu ul PhriKlmnH Htiwt
amicably adjusted with Ward, but it we have in New
When Mr. Kodey had about spent sledge, and tho weight of the car will lhat Nicho,B does perhaps his best
is understood that during the tinio he
blade, and not on the Bn,i rn,9tMi Ur,ru
rest on
v. ...... Lnou.u
was ostracised from the world several himself talking about the fine school wheels. that
The Idea is approved by the how ll(3 ())1.8
mt he HOtms to know
dog tags were removed from his buildings of Tucson, uud the magnifiexperts
are wnere a)1 tlle rhildren who are needy
cence of the Santa Kita hotel, ho agaiu Belgian Motor Club, and
anct ura and are stiU missing.
now designing the build of the car ,ivt.
vVeks before the holidays he
took up the thread of statehood.
deliberating
on the character and
m i, hi. hmmini. All 'nf his
"Well, after seeing the town, we and
arrangement
fuel.
ArcowMr.
DEMURRER SUSTAINED
of the
presents he stores somewhere about
returned to the hotel. The day was
Is
project
will
confident
that the
spent iu greeting people at the hotel. skl
Journal building. I!y the time
IN F. A. HUBBELL CASE Mr. Miera addressed a meeting of result in a notable success. Whether the
Christmas ee arrives lie has usurped
mun- vi me poiar rt the building from the cellar to the
about 4'JO native people in spainsn, Kion inrann
is discovered or not, niurh is
with
composing room and the p.ace looks
JUDGE ABBOTT ALSO SUSTAINS and they weio deeply impressed Spanpected
Hie expedition in the like u Surge lov establishment.
from
he said, it was the first
He'
BOTH MOTIONS
IN
SANTA FE
way
increasing
knowledge
of
yoars.
of
our
In
personally Ktipcrintemls the sending
REBATE VIGIL ON TRIAL FOR ish speech they hadonheurd statehood
the
world's
geography
physical
mid
out of he presents, hut keeps carethe
They were neutral
ASSAULT.
fully out of sinht.
question before hearing Mr. Miera s characteristics.
Nil hols graduated from Illinois
bi.eecli but I believe that we left them
working bis wav through bv the
Besides sustaining the de, .raMra
hardest kind or labor, ai a lime ft In li
murrer In the F. A. Hubbell ease,
AT LAS VEGAS luxuries wen- - few. I' una by
Col. Kilsworth, of 1'hoeuix, Col. Allan
virtually throwing it out of court.
myself,
ad
Nogales,
and
of
denied these tilings t at g.i 10 make'
Bird,
T.
Judge Abbott today sustained
' ''' L" caused bim
fl"' hp
dressed a crowd mat nileu every seat1 CHIEF McMILLIN NOTIFIED THAT Joy
both motions in the Caledonian
,,, t:iK(, u '"Mli
ot rtui
,ho
lu the Tucson opera house, and
Coal company suit against
the
somethiug
VAGRANTS
TWO
ARRESTED for ot hers.
j
think 'hat we gave them
Santa Fe, and placed the Eslavio
Some time ago Nichols donated
to think about."
HERE ARE AGAIN IN TROUBLE.
Vigil assault case on trial.
say
$10,(iiMt
with which has been (slab- Mr. Kodey had much else to
The first case referred to was.
a neanrrm park Just foutn oi
about the trip, which the lack of
The marshal at Las Vegas ha no- one wherein F. A. Hubbell was
space will not admit of publication, titie.i fhlef ,f p.iiir... M,.iilMn th:.i;"ie city, which has been named for
charged In an indictment with seboth about statehood an the hospit- two young men. William Gilkn aim him and which will stand as a monu
curing money under a false preable, royal treatment which they were Fred 1 Stevens, have been arrested ment tu bis memory.
tense while Superintendent of
..I.
j ,.f t .1... ti.mila f.f 1111111 thei on me charge of larceny. The
public instruction of Bernalillo
peop e.
I ii s
county.
Vitas officer stated that he un NEW APPOINTMENTS ON
Col. Allan T. Ihrd and Col. Wis- - dt.rst ,, tnat the
.
w(,re also
Honors were even In the rebate
w
MOUNTED POLICE FORCE!
worm, no were lueiiiiuiieu us tsiiean- wanted here and had served terms in
suit. The motion filed by the atamong
the fore Jail here recently.
eis at the rally, are
torneys of the coal company was
most people of the Bister territory.
one asking that the defendants be
Chief McMillin has notified Vie Las E. R. STEWART AND RAFAEL
Col. H.rd is eiljior and proprietor of
s
ofti' isl that William Gillen anil
compelled to produce certain docGOMEZ SUCCEED H. G. McGRATH
leading
OXisia,
one of the
the NoCale
Frt d L. Morris, (not Stevens), were
uments, contracts and witnesses
AND DICK HUBER, RESIGNED.
papers
of Arizona, and
joint s'stchood
vagrancy,
no
tint
Here
in the case. This was a point in
lor
arrested
Is former attorney genCol.
I"liworth
Special
to The Kvening Citizen.
again-charge
t
other
preferred
was
plaintiff,
favor of the
while the
eral of Arizona, holding lhat office them.
Socorro. N. M.,
is. Captain
other motion sustained was one
Mur-!regime
''
of Governor
dunti'" t!.e
.loiiM V. Kullertou. of the territorial.
filed by the attorneys for the
Pc.cnt, d police, ha appointed K. It.
DOGS AND CATS IN
Santa Fe, requesting that the
ADDITION TO POULTRY. Stewart, of Atee, San Juan count
plaintiff be compelled to produce
WRESTLING MATCH AT
The and Kafael Com. z, ot Santa Fe, to
Watertown. S. I)., Dec. lx.
a bill of particulars in the case.
CALUMET, MICH.
lcc.-eopenII. (1. MHlra'h and Dick II
Fanciers'
TheEslavio Vigil assault case
r. who itct Ht'.y lesigneil from ttu-ed IU fiist annual exhibition here to.Calumet, M:i h Dec. IS The
is on wherein the erstwhile suwriatllng match be- day. The number of entries Is very force. The new appointees are ne iii
perintendent is charged with astween Lewis Kruger of Mocreville, large and more than 200 special prizes of nerve and experience in frontier
saulting one Abran Dimas, on
police duty, and doubtless they will'
Ind., and Joe Collins, champion of are to be competed for. The exhibiJune 20, V904. The assault took
Canada, for $500 a side will come off tion includes all kinds of poultry, be of valuable assistance
to the!
place in Barelas.
'
'
here this evening.
mounted police force.
dogs, cats aud pet stock.
t9
hae-returne-
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Six Millions.

Deficit
A carerul canvass of

the situation
revealed that the Chicago National
had deposits amounting to i6,tiuo,omi,
the Home Savings bank of 14,000,000,
while the liabilities of the two banks
with those of the Equitable Trust
company, were roughly estimated at
$26,000,000, and the assets at 20,000,-00This deficit will be taken care
of, one half by the officers of the Chicago National, and one half by the
banks reperesented at the meeting.
What Caused the Trouble.
The enterprises which are generally
credited with being the indirect cause
of the financial troubles of Mr. Walsh,
are the Bedford Quarries company, of
Indiana, and the Southern Indiana
rlalroad. which was constructed by
Walsh for the purpose of getting to
market stone from his quarries. Ho
was unable to get a Chicago entrance
for his rfalroad and was unsuccessful in his efforts to sell to the Pennsylvania road.
In addition to these two enterprises
which he practically owns, Walsh Is
a heavy stockholder in the Akron,
gas company, tho lilllnols
Ohio,
Southern railroad company, Rand,
McNally & Co., the Southern Indiana
Kxpress. and half a score of gas, electric lighting and coul mining companies.
Met the Run Promptly.
To the public at Urge, which was
out acquainted with the magnitude of
Walsh's enterprise, the news of any
his banks
difficulties surrounding
came as a tremendous surprise. Two
h urs before tho time for opening the
b:'tik, a large crowd gathered in
Iron-- of the Chicago National and the
Home Savings bank. Inside the banks
ample provision hid been made for
the impending run, the money having Iceii laid out In large piles and
0.

additional clerks being stationed at
the paying windows, while arrangements had been made In other parts
of the bank to pay money as fast as
called for. The savings bank will not
demand Its right of sixty days' notice,
but will pay all deposits on demand.
Excitement over the reported fail
ure had largely subsided by 11 o'clock.
tne payment or depositors was madoj
with rapidity and the crowd around'
the Chicago National was no larger!
man on an average ousiness nay.
PRODUCED

;

;

SHOCK

IN WALL

STREET SlOCK MAfiKET.
New York, Dec. 18. News of the
Insolvency of Imimrtant
Chicago
trading institutions came as a great
shock to Wall street this morning,
and convulsive liquidation of stocks
made wild work with the early quotations. The aeuteneas of the effect
produced was due to the very large
extension of credits known to exist
In every direction, and the compara
tively low state of the bank's reserve
a condition looked upon with seren
Ity so long as the soundness of cred
its had ifo shadow on them. The po-- j
sit-- in
being a delicate ono, theshock
to the stock market was severe. But
liquidation spent Its force during the
first hour and there were some violent
reactions.
ANOTHER BANK IN WHICH
WALSH
S INTERESTED.
Bedford, Ind., Dec. 18. The officials of the Bedford National bank,
or which John R. Walsh, or Chicago,
Is president, Received notification at
11 o'clock today of tho Chicago financial troubles. A meeting of the sttock- holders and directors or the bank was
at once called. The bank's ' business
Is being conducted as usual. The deposits, according to the officials of the
bank, are 1300,000.
GIVES UP ALL
HIS AND WIFE'S PROPERTY.
Chicago, Dec. 18. At noon today It
was announced that all the officers
and directors of the Chicago National
bank had resigned and their places
were taken by men selected by the
clearing Tiouse association. In order
to make as secure as possible all
claims against the bank, Walsh today
turned over to the officials of the
clearing house, who are operating the
two banks, all his property. Mrs.
Walsh also made over all property
standing in her name. It Is expected
that there will be enough of this to
make the amount to be paid out by
the other banks of the city comparatively small, when the accounts shall
be fully balanced.
WALSH

MATTERS REMAIN QUITE
BAD IN RUSSIA
Berlin, Dec. 18. A dispatch troui
Koenlgsburg, Prussia, today, timed at
12:15, says that during the street
fighting at Mltau, the capital of Court-land- ,
300 persons
were killed. At
Innewarden, in southern Livonia,
the revolutionists liberated all prisoners and shot Assistant District (Governor Petersen and his secretary, and
threw their lsidles into tne river.
SENATE CHAIRMANSHIPS
ARE

ANNOUNCED.

Washington. D. C. Dec. 18. Senate
committees were announced today.
Among the chairmanships are the following:
Appropriations Allison.
Finance Aldrirh.
Foreign Relations Culloiu.
Judiciary Clark, of Wyoming.
Military Affairs Warren.
Naval Affairs Hale.
lieverldge.
Territories

t
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Ovir CEnpiistaiL&s Week
ill photographs wll l.f
the big feat nr. of
in
Citizen, during this wi :! on Saturday, itii.l ('. i.
n i
pot-cph itographs livfhing the
SPIRIT OF THE DAY
will be printed by this newspaper.
The Kvening Citizen ha. seemed h:erics written by some of the
prominent men In the country, on thiir
iiiu-- t
BEST REMEMBERED CHRISTMAS.
digbtlully
"Chrlstnias in the Homespun Days" of long
is a
reminiscent article written esp dally for thi-- newrpaper by
SPEAKER JOS. C. CANNON.
u m are C1IIKF WII.KIK, ef the feOther writers In this
('OilTKI .Vol', SKN At U
rn I set vice; l'dSTMASTKlt IIKM-lIiAI.1
H
FOR A Is KU. SKN'ATOK 1! "VKKIIXiK i lid If Kl'KKSKNTATl V L3
II ITT and TAWNKY.
( lit
A
Surprise," will
Thi n Cottdo's humorous i;i":o m.
run',, everybody laugh. S;: rMei.i lin ul o cartooned I'm le Sain s

Vuleiiile

ait

-

!

!

--

.

i'linjimm

in holly good

t

.

p''.

I

ll.dman Day, the fumo'i-has ttii'ten expressly for The
llieiilni; t'ituen, a dainty
'V! '
"CHRISTMAS POEM."
There will be other good things inspired by the ytilrt id- seasen
rCittered through The KveniiK Citizen oiirliu this entire week, and
n Monday
iy and. incidentally,
next CurU'ttias
a first page
make up which wi!) be fetchingly auracthe on next Monday,
.
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Shipments of Silver
Bullion to the
Orient.

BMCR TRUST

Produced Flurry in Thi New
York Stock Market.

Chicago, Dec. 18. Action has been
taken bv the comptroller of the currency, Wm. B. Ridgley, which will
compel three large institutions, the
Chicago National bank, the Home
Savings bank and the Equitable I rust
company, domlnnted by John H.
Walsh, of this city, to wind up their
affairs.
Clearing House to Rescue.
Other nationnl banks of. the city
have come to the rescue, and it is
declared on the authority of the
Clearing House association, the comptroller and also the offlcurs of the
Chlcngo National bank, that not a
single depositor will lose a cent.
The difficulties of the three Institutions the last two of which are
practically branches of the other institution, are attributed by the comptroller of the currency to large loans
made by the Chicago National to railroad, coal mining and other private
enterprises controlled by Walsh.
Walsh Borrowed too Much.
Some time ago the comptroller called attention of the ofllcers of the bank
to the fact that they were making
loans to thoso enterprises of Walsh's
which In his opinion woia too large
Re- for the safety of the institution.
peated promises were made that Cue
situation should be rectified, but no
action satisfactory to the comptroller
was taken.
Three days ago the comptroller
came to Chicago for the purpose of
making an Investigation luto the affairs of tho three banks and found
them in such condition that he Judged
immediate action necessary. Oillcers
of different Chicago banks were told
of the situation and a hurried call was
sent out for a meeting of representatives of the Chicago Clearing Houso
association, as well as of the officers
of the city banks. The meeting was
called to order in the office of President Forgan or the First National
bank at 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon,
and was continued until 3 o'clock this
morning.

The Kvening
mas Iuy. S

CONCESSIONS

Would Stand

anti-foreig- n

disturbances at Shanghai, which are
said to have resulted in the stoning
of the German consul and the injuring of the American vice consul, have
been suppressed. A dispatch to the
Kvenlng Standard
from Shanghai
says:
"During the rioting carriages and
motor cars were smashed. Mobs are
looting in several parts of the city.
There are sounds of sharp firing in
the neighborhood of the town hall and
on the Shan King road, which bisects the central district of the for
eign settlement."

MlMtMtMt

GET SEVERAL

OTHER BANKS TO RESCUE AND DEPOSITORS SAFE
Ha J Loaned Walsh More Than Comptroller

MORE

Not Visile J Cap-

Large

Fomented by
Boycotters.

Bur-su- m

Begun This Morning.

Was

Grew Out of Mixed Court and
Was

MEXICANS

MUCH PLEASED

TWENTY ON DEPOSIT

American and German
Consuls Are Attacked
and Injured.
ARE

lOtV.

18,

SIX MILLION DEFICIT

RIOT IN CHINA

CAkRIAGtS

DECEMBEtt

IS

FINED

?i8,000

YlllDill) VI

V
Special to The Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 18.
Assurance has been received by '
Delegate Andrews that all the V
New Mexico appointments
will '
be confirmed.
automo- The Roswell-Tonancbile mail route will commence
January 1, J. W. Stoddard, con- tractor.
National Committeeman Solo- mon Luna and Territorial Chair- man UufBuni leave for New Mex- v Ico tonight.
They 'nave express- ed much gratification at the cour-- V
ti teous treatment they have re- - r
ceived at the hands of the prcsl- dent, and at the. recognition
given the republican organiza- - V
v Hons.
They were honored by in- vltation to lunch with the prest- dent.
'
These gentlemen transacted V
mntters of great Importance to eV
'7 New Mexico, In the different do- partments. Among other things, tY
they secured valuable conces- alous from the bureau of fores- try for cattle and sheep grazing
IS
a on t,he Gila Jorest reserve.
ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft
.
SILVER WILL CERTAINLY
GO EVEN HIGHER YET.
San Francisco, Dec. 18. The continued high price of silver, betweek
CS and ti'i cents per ounce, Is causing
heavy shipments through this port,
via Seattle and Vancouver, to the
Orient, ot Mexican dollars melted
Into bullion. Shipments are being
express from
sent by Wells-Farg- o
Mexican points under heavy guard in
the express company cars. It Is said
that during the past sixteen days,
$13,000,000 In silver bullion have been
brought out of Mexico for shipment to the far east from this
coast. In financial circles . the pre- diction is being made that silver
is going to seventy cents, because the .
surplus production is limited, whila
the demand la constantly growing.
e

i
i

t

ft

'

TWO LABOR LEADERS
INVOLVED WITH TRUST.
Chicago, Dec. 18. The
ed

brick trust of Chicago made a complete surrender to State's Attorney
Healy, In court today, and were fined
$18,000. The company, with officials,
and two labor leaders, were indicted
for conspiracy to do an illegal act tn
preventing competition and restricting the production and sale of brick
In Chicago.

LOOKS AS THOUGH HE
WAS AN

1MP0STER

LEAST RELATIVES OF T. M.
THOMPSON IN MICHIGAN
DO
NOT REPLY TO TELEGRAM.
Saturday evening Undertaker Strong
was Instructed by telegraph by relatives of Thomas M. Thompson, to wire
a complete description of the aged
man In the Strong morgue who died
from exposure while on the way to
this city.
The desired information was telegraphed Immediately to Ypsllantl,
Mich., but up until 2 o'clock this afternoon no word had been received
from the Michigan people, which baa
given rise to the belief that perbapa
the description sent by Mr. Strong
does not tally with T. M. Thompson.
If the man at preseut iu a casket In
the morgue is not Thompson, who la
he? One supposition Is that he may
be a common tramp who in some
manner secured possession of the
Thompson effects and was masquerading as that individual.
Again it
may be that the man's relatives in
Michigan are enquiring at Long
Heach," Cal., where Thompson Is reported to have failed in business, with
a View of ascertaining whether he la
not yet there or that he has changed
so materially since leaving homo that
portions of the description sent by Mr.
Strong do not lit Hie Mr. Thompson
that left Vpsilanii sotno time ago. A
message from Michigan, if it comes,
will clear up the mystery entirely.
AT

GRAND

ARMY LADIES
ELECT

OFFICERS

I. list Saturday night the Ladies of
the (irand Army of the Itepubllc held
a regular meeting and elected the following ollieers to serve during the ensuing yiar:
I're blent Caroline Coleman.
Senior Vice President Anna Myers.
Junior Vice President Rachel J.
J hnsen.
Treasurer Mary A. Caldwell.
Chaplain Harriet. Winston.
Conductor .les.-l-e Ttoyd.
Oiurd - Nellie Itirhtc-r- .
v
PiHtiisi - Cora ,laclM,n.

Debvi,,

(,,

Alti niaie -

.Mr.- -.

Winston.

Convent ion

Harriet

Hutchinson.

GENERAL STRIKE WILL
BF. ORDERED DEC. 20.
St I'eti rsi uia. Dec. is
The work-in- ,
ns' council held
a
jneo'ing last
night in the outskir'-- of the city
and decided in favor of a general
strike, U ulnLing December L'n. 'tua
decision has been communicated toj
the labor bailers at Moscow. If the
latter approve, the strike will be de- Jtlarid forthwith.
i
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GOOD POSITIONS

'

t'.

-

Hade Known on Application

a faror by notifytna

HAPCOODS

t

y

tlllHONIIl

Automatic! 183

Colorado

I

I

EXAMINING MINES;
CAMP

IN KELLY

MESSRS. FERRIN AND HADDEN
EXPRESS SURPRISE AT RICH
PROPERTIES IN SOUTHERN DISTRICT.

'I'-fr'-r-

WANTED
Cleat! rags.
The Cmen office.
WANTED Your order
WAN TkI)

y

T,

'I

uqulr-

-

d

i

is

MoneyPianos,toOrgans,Loan
Horses

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly, made
One
xTlme;
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods reOur rates
main in your possession.
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315
West Railroad Ave.
'
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open

-!
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MISS KDMEE ANMEl'SER.
,
Dec. is.
.u...is,
i
Miss 14H4
"
Kdiuc e Anhetiser, wv.i Known
wl. exceKsiV,
clcty and worth a mllliei, In her own
"I did not like the pieiures" she
right was victor oils in a suit for
ified.
"On
of hem snakes me
$104. .... brought by a idu.io, raphe,- - iei
u,n tiK.. I was nr. years old.
and the
for I.Mlles he took in Octob.r. 110U.
I
i,:.k aIt. (.los.,.vt.,
A ifs
, .....
Anlietin.r had in nil f.r. oic-- l
li.,
...,..i
i men
... ,oi,i
.... .
tuken bv fveiike er llms
tor tur...,.. " i....
.
...
ueun,
gets
i.
iin
Chris Unas ,ie.s( ntSi. and returned 12 weekly, beside?, h. r in,
.rt,
.u
of tb to She paid Jf::.:u o,, ilie I. ill of pin n onev
Si.
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Fearful Fate.
It is a fearful rat? 'o nave to en
lure he ierriii!e torture of piles. "I
can ri.tlil.iliy
say," writes Henry
I'elson. of .las nvillo, I nva. "that for
Blind. !!!.e,i;n. Itching and Protruding Pill. Bin kiln's Arnica Silve
Is
!lie bivi cure made.
Also bet for
cuts,
and injuries; l'.".c at all
A

;

Clear the Way.

I tie
n..K?:on r: "Karly Risers"
Is
to clear the way and give Nature full
sway. 'I he,, famous little pills rid
tile stoinai h and bowels of all putrid

matter, thus removing the causes of
headache, constipation, sallow com
plexlon. etc. De Witt's Little Early
Risers never crip,, or sicken. A safe,
pleasant, pcilect pill. Mack Hamilton,
lll'HiJllisIf
i k
at Valley City, N. D.,
hotel
PI T I
NIT MB KK
il GLASS TO KEEP t.avs:
YOl'K MOl'SKS FOH
Two bottles uf these Famous
Yl
TWKNTYF1VK CK.VTS. SHE 11 I'D Ol'T THE COLD. SEE Ill'DSON", I. trio P!!!s curcr) m,, f chronic constipation." Sold by all druggists.
THE PA1NTEU,
SUN, TUB PAINTKIt.
i.ii-n- s

(

v

$100,000

ff

-
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ttiiinuKcoi Ql

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON,

ALBUQUERQUE,

Officers
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
MA

Armijo
T.
N. M.

building,

&

SANTA

FE RY.

andV

N. M.

Director.

W. FLOURNOY

Assistant ICashter
Director
V.

.

DEPOSITORY.

i

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profrta

N. M.

President
PresMeat
Casnler

THse

H. T. RAYNOLDS

Office Crom

Stingle.
JohnH.
.

TOPEKA

FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST

E. W. Dobson.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

New

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Bernard S. Rodey.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bond.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW32 F street
N. W., Washington, V. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
well block, Albuquerque

Solicits

SOLOMON

ATTORN

.

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
LUNA, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
avenue.
Office
No. 306 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Ap
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462.
polntments made by mail.
LAWYERS.

$S00,00.M

w

$25,00.H

Depository for Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe RaUway

Company

16, N

Suite
Albuquerque

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling
Barnett building
ford, rooms
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS
46-4-

The State National

D. F., McCrolling.
surveying an
Civil engineering,
drafting. 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
matlc 'phone 740.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

CAPITAL.

THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; job work solicited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second
street, Albuquer-

We have Aad a very satisfactory growth since the atabllahme.nt
of oar bwik. IX you are not one of our customers, we should like

an opportunity to show yon our superior facilities.

que, N. M.

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

PHYSICIANS.

'.

6--

....1100,000.00
....$160,000.00

,

DEPOSITS

A. L. Morgan.

A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
HUST,
DR. R.

0

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE

A
U

o
D. A. McPHXRSON,
Tlee Preside.
ROY McDONAJJJ, Aaalstaat Cashier.

"UI.U KFLIABLE

N. T. Armijo Bldg.

2

ESTABLISHED 1878

L.

cy

D.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE. N.

M.

2 Cents, Not More Than 4 Cents
That is not a big price to make
you comfortable. Would you
givV it to prevent a cold?
It's done this way:

A GAS HEATER

'

fctw'aaT

MEXICO

,

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

w

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

double-bar-reled-

Jf'

f

f

f 4

house.

r

NET

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Office,

SALE

tvst Co.

Evening.

Handsome, new eight-rooTuberculosis treated with
Best location In city
Electrical Current and GerParty forced to change residence. micide. Treatments
given each day
Great bargain. Address, R. g. M., from 8 a. m. to 4 p. ni. Trained
nurse
Care of Citizen office.
Both 'phones.
in attendance.
,
FOR SALE A firt-clasDR. J. D. NUSBAUM
shotgun; bran new;
never has been used; one of th Practice limited to diseases of Nose,
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
Throat and Lungs.
fice for particulars.
14 and 15, Grant Blk. Office
Rooms
frani
FOR SALE Large, seven-rooHours, 8 to 10 a. m., 3 to 5 p. m.
house, arranged for one or two fam Telephones:
Colo. 154; Auto. 272.
Hies. Large cellar; water in house;
CONNOR, M. D4, D. O.
H.
C.
large barn, at the low price of
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
$1,600; located on the Highlands. President New Mexico Board of OsteoTerms; N. Peach & Co., real es- pathy.
successfully
AH
tate dealers. 208 West Gold avenue. treated. Office diseases
in Barnett building
LOST.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
LOST Three large keys, one braes, phones. Sundays by appointment.
tied together with string. Finder
FALL TERM.
please return to 911 West Copper
avenue and receive reward.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
POUND.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman
FOUND Two keys attached together ship,
Eng
Typewriting,
with cord. Owner can secure same lish, Shorthand,
Spanish and Mechanical Draw
by calling at this office and paying
Ing.
for this notice.
DAY AND EVENING SESSION.
BUSI N ESS E XC H A NG E.
For particulars, call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
TO EXCHANGE
Good improved city
R. O. STOLL, Secy.
properly for vacant lots. T. L. McLibrary building, East Railroad aveSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
TO EXCI'ANGE I have some ranches nue.
'
to trai.e for city property. T. L.
ASSAYERS.
MeSpalden, 300 South Broadway.
CORBET & COLLINS,
McSPADDEN
The exchange man.
See him for business exchanges. Civil and Mining Engineers. United
300 South Broadway
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
Furioua Fiphtlnq.
East side .if Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
'
"For seven years.-- writes . ..Oo
RAILROAD TICKETS.
W.
Horfinan, of Harper. Wast.. I
Cut Rates.
had a bitter
battle,
with chro. i
For reduced r;ites to and from all
stomach and liver trouble, but at la.. points,
go to Paulsen's Association
I won ami cured my dlsea-seby the
Rialroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
use of Electric Bitters.
I unhesitatexchanged.
ingly
recommend them to all, and bought, sold and
don't Intend in the future to be withLAND MATTERS.
out them In the house. They are
certainly a wonderful medicine, to
H. W. S. Otero,
have cured such a bad case as mine."
I'nited Slates Court Commissioner,
Sold iiinler guarantee to do the same 70J West Silver avenue. Will attend
for you. by all druggists, at 50c a to matters before the land office.
bottle. Try them today.
The Torture of a Preacher.
The story of the torture of Rev. O.
Inventory Sale all week.
Price
Slashing the motto. Everything from I). Moore, pastor of tho Baptist church
the necessities to the luxuries at of Harpers ville, N. Y., will interest
you.
He says:
"I suffered agonies
EMMONS' Fl'RN'ITURE STORE.
because of a persistent cough, reCitizen want ads get tTle business. sulting from the grip. I tried
to
Try one.
sleep sitting up in bed. I tried many
o
remedies without relief, uptll I took
in Mad Chase.
Dr. King's New Discovery for ConMillions rush In mad chase after sumption, Coughs and Colds, which
health, from one extreme of faddlsm entirely cured my tough and saved
to another, when, if they would only me from consumption."
A grand cure
eat good fiK.d and keep their bowels for diseased conditions of the Throat
regular, with Dr. King's New Life and lungs. At all druggists.
Price
Pills, their troubles would all pass 50c and $1, guaranteed.
Trial botaway. Prompt relief and quick cure tles free.
for liver nnd stomach trouble; 25c at
o
atiy ding store; guaranteed.
Try a Citizen want ad.
fOK

'

-f

1

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

On Furniture,

-

I

Ker-rln-

"

for a" fat,
Christmas turkey. GleeklerV f.lim.
WA N T ED A canvasser and solicitor
on commission and wages. Address,
XX. this ofiice.
Daily Bullfights, Gambling Games and khnls of games. Die alcalde having
Sports of All Descriptions Mark suspended the
law of WANTED Man to lake orders for
trees and plants; good pay; cash
Chihuahua for this especial occasion.
Festival Week.
weekly. Address, M. J. Cullen, city.
Each gaining table Is taxed a staled
sum per day. The money is collectWWV.MTKI
Room or rooms furnished
.luarez. Mexico. Dec. 18. Extensive ed by city officials, and the games are
for light housekeeping; good health,
preparai ions are brlns mane for the guarded by policemen.
no children. Address, M. J. C, this
approaching feast in honor of Guada-loupMonte and a game similar to our
office.
the patron n;iint of Mexico, at roulette are the favorites women and
Gentlemen s second-hanBasse del Norte. The feati begins boys prefening he latter. The stakes WANTED
clothing. No. 615 South First street
on Dec. IS, and lasts until Christmas, are from one cent to the limit of one's
south of viaduct. Send address and
or n few days after, depending on the nerve.
will call. R. .1. Sweeney, proprietor
crowd ami their pocket books.
A
needle-pointAt the cocking mains
man or man and wife,
WANTEDA
large crowd Is expected from the 'il Kaffs w ilh razor-lik- e
lilmles nre
to take care of ranch close in;
American side, (specially from tA used, and a few passesinlshes one or
nicely fixed up for chickens and
Paso, and the surrounding country. other of the birds.
cows, or will rent very cheap to
There will be three bullfights ench
Generally (he Chihuahua bred bulls
good
tenant. Apply on premises
afternoon In the extensive bull ring, require a great deal of goading to
1115' North Arno street. L.
at which the alcalde will preside as make them fight, which amuses the
referee. There will also be cocking Americans, but arouses the blood of
tnalns In the several pits, and the the Mexican to the rloling point. A
FOR HhNT
plaza will be dotted as usual with all lame bull Is hissed out of the ring.
FOR R'EN'T rvenfc'ioni
house, with"
bath; furnished. 217 North Walter
street.
FOR RENT A new four-roobrick
0 house. No. 1019 North Second
street. Henry Goetz.
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms;
0 bath and electric lights. Gentlemen
Written for The Citizen.
preferred. GaVcia bldg., 504 West
Railroad avenue.
0 FOR KENT
Apartments in Park
View terrace, eight rooms each;
Would you like to see a Spirit? Oh. she was all right Mother was' Then
modern equipment throughout. H
I don't mean a Spook,
but a real us a small Ihjv, with an excited face
11. Tllton, room 19, Grant block.
Spirit. Then watch the faces thaoj pushes him aside to look at a fine FOR KENT Nicely furnished cot
men and women are wearing at this drum, and the small boy's mother
tage flats, two and three rooms, $19
season! They may not know that full of svmpa'.y for the small boy'
$15 per month. Mrs. Norrls,
and
these faces of theirs nre the leaBt bit smiles into his face, feeling sure
524 John street, east and of viaduct.
different from those they carry with he is In sympathy with the small that
bov
them at other times, but they are! also, a suspicion of a lump rises In FOR RENT Two. furnished rooms for
housekeeping;
electric light and
And It is the Spirit of Christmas that the throat of the type of
the west
bath; most desirable' location In
brings about the change.
r.od bless him! Oh, he heard the
Highlands. 208 South Arno street.
The Spirit of Christmas is a very Spirit of Christmas, all right !
FOR SALE
beautiful Angel that makes Its ap- God is so good to us! Always he Is
pearance once a year. It gets more sending Mis Angels to us
saddle and
more-o- r FOR SALE FirsUlass
and
less into the hearts of every man over, Me has a Great Law by which
bridle. 216 Sooth Second street.
and woman and of course Into the Wo are constantly evolving angels FOR SALE
A sleeping
hearts of all children. It takes Toll ourselves I me;.n Th,M unJLcheap. Enquire nt 609 South Secpossession of some of these hearts.
All the planes of our universe are
ond street.
ami then good results follow you composed of atoms. Those atoms we
will guess what these are certain are forced to use when we build our SELL, RENT OR TRADE List your
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
poor families are Christmassed cer- - , bodies ' of
manifestation for the dif-taSouth Broadway.
wee stockings hanging aroung ferent planes
on whic h we live. As
SALE Must b?ave town, an
we
e,vP,7i f"'f',,1!('os ,lro flllR,,;
these atoms we educate them. FOR
will cell my piano at a bargain. Ad
that gay young fellow, with and send them out for others to use.
dress, B. O., this office.
his boots pulled up as high as pos- - That Is how the Spirit of Christmas
s ble- -a type f the west, God b!ess came into
existence; God does not FOR SALE OR TRADE A good busihim the Spirit of Christmas Is after create things out of nothing.
ness for city property. T. L. McIf we
Spadden, 300 South Broadway.
him. He stops to look into the win- - had not thought Christmas during
dows of a store, and sees toys and all these last, hundreds of years, thero KOR SALE Household goods, homehoi ih oi iionaav attract ions,
and a would have been on Christmas Spirit
made jelly and preserves, also canwistful look steals over his handsome
nnu wouldii t it have been a pity?
ned goods. Apply CIS South Editb
somewhat reckless face! M, wonders
st reet.
And now. a "Merry Christ mas""and
vaguely what has become of Mother! God bless you, every one.
FOR SALE A hanusome Hurdman
Me was a kid when he laHt ww her!
piano, In fine condition and almost
MARY STKMl'ni..
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, calL at this office.
FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you inMILLIONAIRE GIRL OBJECTS TO
terested In mines? I have some
said to be good deals. Talk with
PHOTOS THAT SHOW HER CROSS-EYEme. T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broade,

C A. Ferrin, of the Northern Mining and Trading company, and It. V.
iladdcn (who we may now term our
fellow citizen, as he has decided to
locate here and has taken desk room
with Mr. O. W. Suibbs) returned Saturday from a week's Investigation of
the property at Kelly recently op lined by Mr. Madden and Mr. Stubbs.
Mr. Kerrin examined the property for
his company, which Is the largest operating organization In Alaska, with
'a
exception of the Treadwell. Mr.
company Is a close organization
of but nix members, two of whom are
personal friends of Mr. Hadden and
with whom he has been associated in
other deals.
Mr. Ferrin expressed gref.t surprise
at the enormous properties in the
Kelly camp, and the fact of their being practically unknown to the mining
world, but predicted that within the
next year or two it will be one of the
great mining districts of the country.
We understand be will recommend his
associates to invest in the property
he examined, which bids fair to become the largest mine in the camp.
Should they take hold, Kelly may look
for some real mining, as the Northern
Mining and Trading company hare
unlimited capital and will prosecute
development on an extensive scale
with the best of modern equipment.
The Kelly district has had a checkered history. It startoOa a lead producer In the early eighties, and sev
eral million dollars worth of rich lead
ores were shipped from the Kelly and
Graphic mines. The mines were supposed to be played out when tho late
Professor Herrlek found that underlying the lead were immense bodies of
rich sine carbonates, so the mines took
on a new lease of life when In 1!R4 the
Sherwin-WllliuuPaint company, of
Philadelphia, lought the Graphic for
$150,000 and started to extract the
lnc for use In their paint factories.
The same year saw the sale of tba
Mining comKelly to the
pany, for $250,000. These two companies have already taken out of the
ground some $2,000,000, although
hampered on account of the
unmlnerlike manner in which the properties had been developed and worked in the past. Both companies are
at present equipping their mines with
modern machinery, and in the near
future the Kelly district will be the
largest producer of sine ores on the
North American continent.
The properties which Messrs. Madden and Stubbs hold are situated between the Graphic and Kelly mines,
and the ore bodies have been opened
to its side lines in both Graphic and
Kelly, fully demonstrating the value
of the property. We understand these
gentlemen will retain au interest in
the new company, and are to be congratulated on their foresight In securing so valuable a property. Professor
Hriiismead, of the Socorro School of
Mines, went over the ground during
the past week and' gave his opinion-thathe ground in question is the best
In the camp.
Mr. Kernn Is a great enthusiast on
Alaska, and he evidently has every
mason to be, as his company has taken out vast wealth from its placers,
lie stated that his last clean-udays, netted $240,0uo,
while a previous run of 48 hours netted $32,000. Their Investment before
getting back a cent must have been in
the neighborhood of a million dollars,
aa it was necessary to bring water a
distance of 48 miles, and this alone
meant an expenditure of close to hair
a million dollars. They have as many
aa 300 men employed in the busy sea-toMr. Ferrin was the first man to
do winter drifting In Alaska, which
everyone bad considered an impossibility. This work is prosecuted by
means of special machinery consisting
principally of steam tbawers designed
by Mr. Ferrin. Mr. Ferrin says Alaska
ia a most interesting country, and a
pleasant place in which to live. Me
bad his faintly there for one seasou,
and all were delighted with the country. Mr. Ferrin usually comes out in
November and spends the winter at
his home In Berkeley, California, and
returns to the frozen north In June.
Mr. Ferrin left for California Saturday on the l.linili-d- , and will attend
the annual meeting of his associates
at the Auditorium Annex In Chicago,
in a couple of weeks, when final action
will bit taken relative to the Kelly
deal. We hope to see him in Albuquerque in the near future.
Mr. Madden has also been in communication with the Stauffer Chemical
company, of San Fraucibvo, one of the
largest chemical manufacturing concerns in the country, relative to other
property at Kelly, on which he and
Mr. Stubbs bold opt ions. They arrived at Kelly on Friday, and Mr. .Stat.,
the mining engineer, is showiug them
over the ground. The party consists
of Mr. Stauffer. tb president of the
company, .Mr. I'aulson, and heir mining expert. They will be ill Albuquerque this week.
I

(Inc.), Brain Brokers

VI7 Chemk"! building, St, Louli

of th paper.
All iwtuwa and rvmtttanrea ahotild ha addrrard to
Taw CHiaa I'trni.iRHiNO CoMraNT. Draft.
ahara. awatofric and pma nwner order
payable to u ordr of th
ay.

Own

WAITING

for Cnmneti-i.- t rlerif at men. 'J he demand f ..r mm
can B.iLCesMui'y dandle the varHH.A i.r.ni lurs ol ntti, e
e nevd .11 once cap.ibie Aitoiint-au"rk unceasing.
l('kkep-eri- ,
t.'astiierf.. (. lerks, C.
and I'rivate Screuriea, Uiher r.mkI
n,
a
year now open for
hT.Tiniv- - and 'I
men; aUo many
oy.portimrtiea f.r men having mnney lo Invent wi:h
th.Mr
Write ul- - .y statin ft poeition denlrcd.

-B-

Capital and Surplus

teleTha Citizen office,
phone direct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.

l

4

ALBUQUERQUE,

Tele-

rr
whn paid monlhlr.

wtn twnfer
litaiiitml
diawy a any

monie;uma

A. D. T.

Cmmif will r dHlvrrmi in th
week, or for &
rat of 21) rent

wr month,
Idrertlilng Rites

and you can rely upon It, aa we have not failed before, that your
money Is not thrown away. We have also rented hundreds of houses
by our want ads, as well as sold nearly everything we have adver- tiserl through them.

TT7T

the Western Union or Postal
TELEPHONE
messenger
graph oflltes for an
or
send your ad with the caah to

1

on:

.,

4

Per Word Insertion

eoy. and

6y Carrier, 60c per month

Ht at th

a,

t

1

Clrcultln.
Itrfrwt Northern Arlnni Ctrnihtlo.

pr month
y

T

Mexico

TERMS OF SUBSCBIPTI
tnn. on jrrar In aaVanc

Vaflr T

riatlr r mail.

aWtnf

I.-,.--

18, 1905.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If go, we can secure it for yog by a. small
It only costs
N want ad. in The Frening Citizen.

One Cent
j

MONDAY, DECEMBER

A FEW FEET OF GAS
This will make any room coin fortable. It will prevent a cold (very
time. The evenings ami morn lugs are chilly now. P.ul you do not
wish to start the furnace some pleasant weather si ill due. Reasons
enough for having a gas heater. All sizes ready for instant use.

The Albuquerqua Gas, Electric Light & Power Company

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

.VSVWSrairMHit'.illaaJl
At Consistent Prices

.1.

N AT IV

C.

NEXT

TO BANK

OF COMMERCE
.

203 W. Railroad Ave.

UA.LORIDGE
OO

e AND CHI C A

LUMBER

BUILDING
PAINT
Always
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears 8t0fk'
P,a,i'"Cement,
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint. Glass, Sash Doors, ete.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M
t'HERMAN'-WILLIAM-

a

-
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MONDAY,
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INDIANS TROUBLE

.

T7

WARDEN

GAME

They are Violating the Laws
By Killing Game and
Cattle.
SOMETHING

MUST

Vah- pr?vent
ana catthe wholesale killing
tle bv Indians from the Pueblo ami
Apache reservations in this territory,
there will undoubtedly be a clash between ranchmen and settlers and the
Indiana which will result In blood
shed."
This statement was made the other
evening bv Paae B. Otero, territorial
came and fish warden, after a confer
ence with Captain J. F. Fullerton of
the mounted DOllce.
'I have repeatedly advised the
Washington government regarding the
situation, but have received no reply.
Settlers In a number of places are or
ganlzing with the cattlemen, and make
no secret of the fact that they Intend
to act if the government does ndfglve
tbem relief. I have received a mini
ber of reports from different sections
where the Indians have left their res
ervations and taken up their abode
many miles distant. Others band to
gether, traveling over the country,
bunting all kinds of game without re- sard to the laws, and then steal bacK
to resume their former life. The prin
cipal trouble has been In Socorro,
Grant and Sierra counties, where
game has been killed In large quant!
ties by the Indians. In some instances
where game was scarce, I am in
formed that the Indians killed cat
tie. Now some of these Indians came
'
from Bernalillo county, I understand
and from other points equally dls
"Unless

tlie authorities

PM

fr?

gjtor& ma

DONE

BE
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at
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f
or game

irgton take action at once
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BALANCE

MOST

ANYTHING

D. K. B.
Office

ERNEST MEYERS

er

A

Tennessee Chaw.

As I was going up the pike tne
other day I met A. R. Ames riding on

a wagon. He was sitting on one side
of the wagon and he had such a big
chew of tobacco In his mouth that it
was all he could do to keep the
wagon right side up. He said all he
lucked was another man his size who
chewed tobacco the slze'of his to balance the wagon. Sequachee (Tenn.)
'
'
News.
Be kind to

the rich.

A.

SELLERS

Manager

1

CO.

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars
SPECIAL

AVENUE

RAILROAD

&

IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS OF

J. J9ICHARDS

113'2 WEST

HOLIDAY

SUPPLIES
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Think of all

a

kld-liey-

J

Owners

CO.,

opChristmastlde offers
portunity than can be found In the
White Lily cigar. Our lines of these
favorites embrace all sizes, and there
is not one but what would be treasured and prized by any "lover of the
weed."

MEL IN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale llqwo: and

Oar

Straight Kentucky Whiskies a
Specialty

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies. Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Loute A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

FAMILY TRADE SOLICITED )

BAIN
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wrLj.

WAGONS

WHOLESALE
and RETAIL

IIS Viest Silver Ave.,

niaMi
OLD

'

and
IICKORY

Albuquerque,

M.

AGENTS FOR

Val Diatz's IVIilwaukee Beers
Mail orders have prompt attention. Call or

--

j

to

I

PER WEEK

GIFTS FOR SMOKERS.
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SURETY INVESTMENT
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Beautiful 50- -

Two representatives will be on the ground Sunday morning until J 2 o'clock
Look for the man
noon to show prospective buyers unsold lots and prices
with the white horse

the actresses they have to look after.
An Ashtabula, O., rouple were married In three languages. The bride- groom ought to have a well defined
1Jl-'f '"" his luturo will be.
Jimmy Hyde is arranging a dinner
Don't worry.
for Sarah Bernhardt.
It'll be tame enough.
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
"I'm against spending a single cent
on that road," declared jimmy f ur- Thelr Unceasing Worn Keeps Us. rows. "It's good enough for me."
Strong and Healthy.
"It's the worst road in the country,"
All the blood . in the body passes insisted his neighbor. "Fix that roaf
through
kidneys
once every three up and it'll add to the value of every
,
,
. - the
! iriw..l ......
l
ft
rfiu (1
i
el... il.ii.-minutes,
mim ,m it u
uie nnxiu,
ine Kianevs nuer
They work night "and day. When could haul just twice as big loads
healthy they remove about 500 grains over it."
"Yes, you fix up that road and
of impure matter daily; when uu-- j
healthy, some p'art of this Impure i what'll happen? It'll be filled with
This tomoblles day and night. No, sir. I'm
Is left in the blood.
brings on manv diseases and symp-- ! against it."
The, governor of Kansas says the
tome pain In the back, headache,!
nervousness, hot, drv skin, rheuma-- l Standard (Ml company robs the clnte
$22iioO,iiO every year. (See, don't
tism pnnt it nvel. disorder of the eve-o- f
sU'ht and 'hearing, dizziness, irregular , let the insurance companies hear
heart, debility drowsiness, dropsy, de-- about it.
l'osits In the urine, etc. nut it you
Who would have thought there was
Veep the filters right you will have
that much money In Kansas?
no trouble with your kidneys.
Nazario Alarld, of Cerrlllos Road.
"I care not who pays the freight,"
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I was con- remarked the president of the big cortinually buying medicine for my
poration. That Is, so long as we get
None of the medicine I used the rebate."
bad the slightest effect on my kidneys
or backache, at least I wag unable to
Roasted B'gosh.
notice any. When an attack of back-ach- e
of
list Sunday night a crowrl
reached the virulent :.tage I was young people went to Mount Zion and
ompelled to stop work for an hour acted in a ridiculous manner, accord- until the spasm disappeared. When ing to the report that came to us.
I got Doan's
suffering from
did not get the names and do not
Kidney Pills. The remedy soon ben- We
want them, but wilt saj as a warning,
efited me In every way and removed never do the like again
or you will
''very symptom of kidney eomnlaint. pay well for It. It do s not make a
I heartily recommend Doan's Kidney boy
or young man any better, but lowPills."
ers his
in the estimation of
Plenty more proof like this from all good standard
citizens..
Alhuaueraue people. Call at the At- Take warning for your own good
varado pharmacy and ask what their and for the public, and show that you
customers report.
are a good citizen, well bred and an
For Bale bv all dealers. Price 50 honor to your country. Bellbrooke
Co., Buffalo, N. (O.) Moon.
cents. Foster-VllburY.. sole agents for the United Stares.
Remember the name Doan's and
"I suppose you took lit in for better
ake no other.
or worse?"
54
take no other.
"No. 1 took ti i in for what he was
worth."
9,
Fort Bayard. N. M.. December
11)05.
Sealed proposals, in triplicate,
It's rumored that half a dozen base
for furnishing material and construcball 'managers are trying to sign the
here,
ting Commissary Root House
Quebec man who hit Sarah Bernhardt
will be received until 11a. m., Decem- with an egg. They think a man who
In1005,
and then opened.
could bit Sarah must be a great
ber 28.
formation furnished on application. pitcher.
U. S. reserves right to accept or reA Cleve'aud minister pays wealth
ject any or all proposals or any part
'hereof. Fnvelopes containing propo- is a liar to manliness. Ask Hetty
sals should be endorsed "Proposals Green.
for Commlss.irv Root House." adFor Cracked Hands.
dressed tr Captain S. P. Vestal, Qmr.
i;in and cracked hands are
Rough
MEN AND WOMEN. nut on'.y cured by De Witt's Hazel
ft1
I
Salve, '.nit an occasional application
I'm Htg a for ui.DftturJ
to t
the skin soft and smooth
will
tmifttiuiia or
4 i aui u d
Aiioat
Cuts, Burns, Boils.
fcf uiucoa
nj?aitro. Best for
PrMaki Cm Ltri
1iuWi, ftr.il not ulna Ktc. The geuuine DeWltt's Witch
t Or fiO'.MJIIUUf.
Hazel Salve affords Immediate relief
SmjI4 by ItniMlala.
CtMHAIi.il
In all forms of Blind, Bleeding. Itch
br tiprm, pr1'!. tot Ing and Protruding Piles. Sold by al
Lulllri tl It.
ill .
3 OrcuUi
aul ua iwuMtt drugUts.
I

Ian'dls

ion-Hig- h

$125, $150 and $200 per lot.

foot lots

-

tffs

Sirs

Better buy now at present terms and prices
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From members of the mounted po
lice I have received Information that
fresh Tildes of deer have been found In
the possession of Indians recently.
These hides and what fresh deer meat
the Indians had, were confiscated. It
has been reported to me that a number of these Indians had a form of
permit, which they believed entitled
them to hunt as they pleased. Permits giving them permission to leave
the reservation, I understand, have
been Issued by James K. Allen, of the
United States Indian school at Albuquerque, one being dated as late as
October 25. and as the hunting season
closes October 31, this would only
allow these Indians five days in which
to travel several hundred miles to
hunting grounds.
"The mounted police have been sent
out recently after these Indians, and
the officers drove them back to their
I
have received so
reservations.
many reports from settlers and cat
tlemen that I consider the situation
grave. If something is not dune soon
to force the Indians to remain upon
their reservations and obey the game
laws of the territory."
In speaking of the situation, Cap-- j
tain Fullerton said:
"I have been making a personal in-- !
terest and find that game is being
Villed In large quantities regardless
of the laws. The Indians In particular are killing antelope and deer. Tire
antelope suffer more heavily than any
other game, because they run In
bunches. The Indians 'mill' them and
kill every one in the herd. Recently
I rode up to a band of Indians hunters
and found In their .possession the
fresh skins of four does. They also
bad meat which was so fresh that I
would swear It had been killed since
the clote of the game season.
"About thirty Indians, whose names
my men have secured, have already
indicted at Socorro and we hope
to make an example of them. I am
now undertaking the difficult task of
arresting all Indians br a!:lng the
"amp ln.w It Id hrtrH tn ifo.
because they are on the alert. The
mounted police will do all in their
power to stop the wholesale killing of
game and a number of arrests are to
be made soon."
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Dealers tn
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
all kind of Fresh Veat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
ington Avenue. Al.bUUUEKUE.N. M

Albuquerque, N. 47.

N. M.
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For the reason that we can guarantee

SOLD

all glasses prescribed by us.

Debber Optical Co.
115 COLO

AVE.

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

AT ONCE

r

iLr.tf

N. PEACH & CO.

DEALERS
RE ML ESTATE
'phone, 5St. Office, 2084

Automatic

West Gold Avenue.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY. SALE FKED AND TRANS
r ER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ei
changed.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE Cm
8econd street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues

Thos. F. KelehcrANL

VARNISHES
BRUSHES.
Harne3s, Saddles, Lap
Leather,
Robes.
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
atops leak. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
AVENUE
109
WEST RAILROAD
PAINTS.

OILS,

The Season of Indigestion.
The season of indigestion Is upon
us. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for luJi
giftion and Dyspepsia will do everything for the itiiiuacli that au
or
stou.ach cannot do for Itself. Kodol digests vhat
yiiu eat gives the stomach a rest-reli- eves
sour stomach, belching, heartburn, indigestion, etc.
ovui-loade- d

over-worke-

ti

House,
Five room Modern
on
furnished or unfurnished,
South Arno street, at a bargain. Look at it today.
never comes.
Also

and
tion.

restaurant business
furnishing. Good locaa
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Xmas

Itieukdowu would be too bad If you
.should take your girl out for a drive
and your wheel came off or your gearing K4ve out In any way. Be prepared
for the merry Yuletlde by having your
carriage overhauled and put In good
condition. It won't cost fou much
and will make yoor mind easy for th
e
winter. We will do It in
stylo and In prompt order.
flrst-clae-

r

CO.,

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

ALLS, hlA&i., V S. K.
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NOTICE.

Stuppin'

Draytn

Movin

FREIGHTIN

once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no gougln'.
Vou have

us

Bj the Albuquerque

Transfer Men

'r

Wytner, of Peatiody, Kan..
in Albuiiuergue with a car load
Jersey cows in ten days.
i:
wood
Don't buy a cow before you see them.
can
Prices will be right. The
be seen at Blueher's garden, old town,
on their arrival.
o
L. C.

..;

cos

Subscribe for The Citizen and get
the news.

The St. Elmo
JOSTH BARNETT,

120 West

Rfto4

Tf.
Artamt

M
Wlfi8SfErtnf!jtft:.
SAJjrLX AND
CLUB ROOMS

I
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VAGRANTS BY AGENCY

Poverty Nor Wealth
coxxoxxxxxcooxxooxkxxxx
"There Is nothing so valuable as to be born Ih poverty and to be compelled tn go forth and battle for yourSo fays Andrew Carnegie.
self."
Many will applaud
the saying.
But Is It true?
Zoologists tell us It Is not strugle that develops
races and species, but thp favoring environment that permits them to struggle successfully.
Were it otherwise,
the Esqulmo would bo the "superman."
But this has
reference only to physical development.
In civilization
the physical law of survival of the fittest does not apply.
The redman of the woods was physically superior to the
European Immigrant; but the redman has faded and the
European occupies his land.
Very many, Carnegie among them, nil along the ages,
have arisen from poverty (o eminent success; hut they
Poverty with its
had talent, ambition and application.
denial of ease, comfort,
and enjoyment
of pleasure Instead of discouraging only spurred ambition to greater demands on application.
Occasslonally
a man of Inherited wealth also rises to eminence.
But
greatly to his misfortune his environment, unlike the
poverty of the other. Is a narcotic to his ambition rather
than a spur.
Only large talent and unbounded ambition can wean him from the Idleness and indulgence
which inherited wealth carries as Its legacy. Hence, the
fact has become proverbial Four generations from shirt
sleeve tosshlrt sleeve.
As experience
goes, poverty
tends vastly more to success than large Inherited wealth.
In this, as in all other matters, it is neither the
nor the down-hi- ll
road the pulling against adverse
loads, nor the holding back against adverse inheritances
which most' conduce to successful travel on the high
way of life.
The middle way, the gently undulating
plane, Is much to he preferred; for then.no waste of
ability, ambition or application Is required to mount
alKive the obstructing environments.
But this lesson should never be forgotten.
He who
has the adverse environment, whether It be poverty or
Inherited wealth, can rise above and master it, provided
inly ambition and application be added to a reasonable
gift of ability. ' No man can change the conditions of
his brith, but ever? human being has within him the
r,
by which he may make the most
of his natural capacity and possible attainments.
That,
alone, is success.

tutellu r lu
The other day thirty labor leaders
Chicago and adopted resolutions, referriUK to President
Jloosevelt's message In the preamble, nd ,n,'n resolving,
that"any lntereference with the earning power of the
railroads will be detrimental to the railroad employe
and make harder the conditions now existing, and would
be used as a bar toward any future movement on our part
for the betterment of wages or conditions, and for this
reason we are opposed to placing the rate making power
in the hands of any commission."
These resolutions were signed by Oeo. W. lv'ejoy
of the Swltchnicu"s union; W. M. Clark, of the Order or
Kail way Conductors; A. Ooyt, of the Brotherhood of
Hallway" Trainmen, and P. J. Culkins, of the Brotaerhoo
No doubt many honest railof Locomotive Engineers.
way employes will be soduced Into making the same serious mistake of fighting against the president when he is
advocating a policy that will take arbitrary power out of
the bands of the few In order to protect all the rights
of the many. The president's policy does not demand
a crippling of the earning power of railroads, and does
g
What
of rallroa demployes.
not menace the
he demands is that the people of this country, through
their government, shall control railroad rates und prevent rebates.
So long as the railroads are permitted to take the
law into their own hands and levy a railroad tax on all
shippers, at their own sweet will, Just bo long will railroad managers have the power to build up their friends
among shippers and kill off the men in competition with
their friends. And just so long will they be able to kill
off those communities, by discriminating rates and rebates, where organized labor gets strength enough to
protect its .rights.
And Just so long will the money
kings who control the railroads be able .to silence any
big shipper who might have the temerity to stand by
the people In any contest against the encroachments ot
greedy, unscrupulous and predatory wealth.
The place for all railroad employes is shoulder to
shoulder with all other men who earn their bread In the
sweat of the face, and right back of President Roosevelt
in his courageous fight for the people.
Neither should
they forgi't the important fact that heretofore, in all
00000CCK0CKOC
0
their troubles with railway managements, the people
have stood with the employes, and have given the force
TSaaffa
of public sentiment to the demands of those employes
Tor lietter wages, fewer hour
If,
and greater safety.
however, these employes care as little for the people as
their employers do, if they side with the employers vOOC0X)X)XXXX0XX000XX0XXX
against the people on the mere groundless fear a fear
They are talking down at Washington ot granting a
without the shadow of a foundation that their wages
may be reduced, then they need never again expect the medal, giving a, vote of thanks, writing an official compeople to stand by tbem in troubles which are as sure mendatory letter or doing something of the sort in recognition of the courage and skillful seamanship of Boatto recur as the sun is to shine.
swain Sweeney in saving the gunboat Wasp. , Unquestionably, this hero deserves honors. For more than
Commiriraigsioinver
ight
hours, In a storm that hammered bis little boat
James H. Garfield, commissioner of corporations, in furiously and ceaselessly, and supported only by a raw
his annual report to the secretary of commerce' and labot, and inexperienced crew, he at last steered to safety, alter
made public today, concludes his report in these words: naval officers had given it up as lost.
He deserves a
"It is universally recognized that the great highways medal, and a vote of thunks and a commendatory letter;
of commerce should be open to all upon equal terms. but he deserves more.
He deserves to be promotud. It
It Is likewise true that the opportunities for the individ- is everywhere recognized that the crying need of the
ual to engage in industiral enterprise should be equally navy is more good officers. Here is a good officer ready
free.
The individual is not strong enough ordinarily to made.
The navy needs the courage and skill and ferprotect himself against a great corporation.
He cau e tility of resource of Sweeney in a place of higher resecure in his rights only under a law which subjects the sponsibility than that of boatswain.
It would be worth
corporation to regulation by a government whose juris- while to sacrifice red tape for the sake of having in the
diction is broad enough and whoso power Is great enough navy at least one officer who is a man standing upon
to compel obedience. Such a law would lessen the pos- his own merit and whose promotion Is due not to tne
sibilities of unfair and dishonest competition.
Under rule of succession, but to individual accomplishment.
such a law the questions of the reasonableness of combination, of conspiracies In restraint of trade, of monopoooooooooooooooooo
listic control, would be left, as they should be, for the
determination of the courts; and the government would
Menimlber
Jolhira
then have, as it should have, the opportunity at all times
to know the detailed operations 'of those corporations to
which it has granted great powers, upon which it has
Imposed great responsibilities; and over which it will
exercise its full measure of protection so long as they
OCK0XXXC0XCOCCKXXXXX00OC m
oley the laws of the land.
Born in London, 1858; a labor agitator in
SSG;
"It Is not necessary to repeat what was stated .in
my last annual report regarding the relative merits of elected to the city council in 18!H); elected to parliament
in 1XI2; appointed a member of the British ministry in
federal license or a national incorporation law.
If the
That is the bare skeleton of the life of John,
principle of federal regulation bo agreed upon, there UiuO.
Burns, the first workiuguiau who has ever been named
will be little difficulty in determining
which
method
as a member of the English ministry.
The full story is
Rhould be adopted."
'
a
of hardships and of
If you should go to his modest homo in the London
JLijjftit
oca
district that he has transformed into decency, you wouid
One
Thanks are due Walter Wellman for the bold, it discover the secret of his steady climb upward.
Burns
somewhat sensational, article which he bad in Saturday's room is bis library and It is filled with books.
Kecord-HeralHe says that, thu Arizona mine owners says each book represents the number of days he has
That he might buy a book he has gone
have a lobby at Washington, which, with a backing of gone hungry.
Vou can't keep that sott of a
hundred of millions of dollars, is resorting to startling without food many days.
measures in its efforts to defeat the statehood bill.
The struggler who will deprive himself ot
He man down.
further states that scandals of national importance are a day's food to buy a book Is sure to get a full feast out
likely to arise from the conduct of the Arizonans. Well-ma- n of the book.
Burns had natural gifts to begin with, but he made
describes the lobby as the most strenuous, picturesque and dangerous that has fever Invaded the national the most of them. He added to his own observation and
experience a close study of economic and soclologlc quesHe became a powerful advocate of reforms and
"It Js picturesque," he says, "because of the bold tions.
methods it employs and because it has at least two is one ot the few men who is always listened to when
He always has something
United States senators among its owners and backers. he gets up In parliament.
It is dangerous because of the possibility that grave vital to present.
He is always thoroughly Informed.
His sincerity makes him a
scandals may result from ls operations.
It is a lobby He speaks what he thinks.
Hence, when the new ministry came in John
with hundreds of millions of dollars back ef it.
The power.
agents and manipulators of its schemes are too smart to Burns was chosen a member of. the cabinet because of
His Is a fine
offer outright bribes.
But they have mining stock for bis great influence and strong following.
sale stock which is Bure to earn big profit; stock that story of brains plus perseverance.
As a type of the
will pay big to all who got in on the ground floor, and new democracy In England John Burns stands as a living
Just now we are letting a little of it out to our friends. object lesson of the possibilities of the poorest man.
'Some day there may be a congressional InvestigaHa Wasn't a Dud.
tion of Arizona mines and speculation and stock sales
Men who are caught owning such securities will not be
"We had a queer passenger on one of our cars a few
comfortable.
It seems rather strange that the rich mine nights ago," said a Pullman conductor who runs to Kanowners of Arizona should be here lighting statehood, sas City from the west.
"He was a big cowpuueher
either single or Joint, but the reason for it Is not far to from Colorado who had been Induced to ride for the
seek. They own the territory now. They run risks by first time on a Pullman by a friend.
He was going to
a change to btutehood."
Fort Collins, Colo.
During the night the porter blacked
the 'cowpuncher's boots. Next morning the passenger
Auotber evidence that Epes Randolph lias less Judg- called me.
" 'Say,' he said, '1 can't find my boots. 1 left 'em
ment than imagination, and less honesty than either, Is
plainly shown in the following from his talk In the
hyar last night.'
Angeles Express, to which reference was made by The
"'Aren't those yours?' I usked, pointing to the polCitizen on Saturday: "If the two territories are Joined ished boots.
In single statehood it will meau that at least one of nm
"'No, sir; they hain't. My boots hain't never ben
new United States senators and the congressman and blacked an' they hain't never goln' to be. When 1 finally
governor of the state may ueed an Interpreter to do convinced him that they were his lioots he got mad.
" 'What'd he do It fer?" he asked with a scowl.
Now Mexico has never needed an interpreter
business."
'I'll
that any governor or delegate might do business In the let you know I hain't no dude.' As he pulled the boots
English language, and Mr. Randolph was, or ought to on be growled: That settles this hyar Pullman business
11 ride on
have been, aware of that fact.
with me. Hyar-aftstock trains, where a
man don't have to be so
stylish." Kansas City
city." said Times
The Optic: "I knew you had u llist-claa new 'comer to an Optic man yesterday.
"After I was
advised to come to New Mexico, I wrote to the CommerA Cheerful Liar.
"Speaking of liars," said the truthful man, "I ran
cial chili for information, and along with the reply came
a copy of your paper.
It was the Optic that decided across one the other day who deserved the prize. The
me In favor of your place, for I said. 'A town that can conversation had turned on gambling, and as usual, every
a paper man had some story of wonderful uok.
publish so good looking, newsy and
Then the modas that must
all right,' so here I am ami to remain." ern Ananias bulled in.
'It was In El Paso some years
;.go,' he said.
'I was younger In those days and gamNew Mexican: The war department Is asking tor bled quite a bit.
If I went broke it. was all right, but
bids to remove the remains of dead ollicei's, enlisted men If I won I wanted the whole pile.
I strolled Into a
and civilians buried in this Kort Sunnier cemetery to the gambling bouse one night, walked to the roulette table
National cemetery at Santa Fe.
Thus Is tin- number of ami placed a $10 bill on No. 17, expecting tif course, to
"dead ones" in the Capital City lucre. i d, us if ilieie lone.
The ball dropped in the No. 17 division, but I
weren't enough of that kind on the si reels riilit here let the money remain on No. 17.
Seventeen came a
who should lie given a decent burial.
second t ui. but titlll I refused to pull my money down.
It came a third time.
Then I got cold feet and cashed
The losses by fire In this country aie appalling, in '
How much did you win?' I usked.
'Oh, I don't
figures, recently made public, for an average period of remember cxaitly,' he replied, 'but I came near breakthree years, show in that time 1he destruction by fire, of ing the bank." I grabbed a pencil and a piece of paper
427 theateis, 54t halls, Mj21 churches, 1,682 schools, 477 and finned out that our friend hud won I j, 923, GOO, but
hospitals and asylums, 312 colleges and schools, 43 libra- It was not till I showed hlni the figures that he hedged."
t.
ries, 4,102 hotels.
New Orleans
well-bein-

Cod-giv-

will-powe-

Deserves More
A Medal or Tlhaimks

Garfield

forty-e-

Nine young men, moRt of them
of more than ordinary Intelli-Benrclaimed they were vagrants, as
charged by tne officer making the ar
rest, In pollie court today, but said
they were made such by employment
agencies in Denver. Kansas City and
other places where they paid In good
money for Jobs at the Helen cut-of- f
In this territory.
"And there was no
work when we got there," said one
and said all.
This etorv related lv Harry King,
William I.ucas. A, H. Powell, C. A.
.lorgensen. William Walter. Frank
Bnflcom. Henry Leschke, Frank Fox
and David l.lncns. was not new by
anv means to either ihe court, or
chief of police, hut was none the less
deplorable. All told the same story.
In the same wav, and showed their
tickets for which the agency col
lected $2.
"It is too bad," Judge Crawford
said. '"It does not seem that a person
could have the hpflrt to no unjustly
imttose on a man- like this for such
small remuneration," another person
remarked. "You are all discharged,"
Judge Crawford Informed the prison
ers. He told them where they might
find work and the nine unfortunates
took their departure.

c,

street.

-

i

Times-Democra-

IT MATTERS NOT HOW MANY CHRISTMAS OIFTS A MAN MAY RECEIVE, HE WILL
BE EXPECTING SOMETHING VERY HANDSOME IN THE WAY OF

DON'T DISAPPOINT HIM.
HAVE A BEAUTIFUL LINE OF CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR, IN EVERY SHAPE
AND STYLE
.
THAT IS CORRECT.
MANY OF THE SILKS AND SHAPES ARE CONFINED TO US. FOR THIS LOCALITY AND CANNOT
'
BE FOUND ELSEWHERE.
WE HAVE THE CHOICEST CREATIONS OF THE

Leading Neckwear Makers
THERE IS ONLY 'ONB PLACE IN T6WN TO BUY CHOICE NECKWEAR, AND THAT IS AT A
MAN'S STORE.
"HE LL" BE SURE TO LIKE HIS TIE IF IT COME8 FROM HERE, FOR WE LEAD THE TOWN IN
NECKWEAR, SILK MUFFLERS, FANCY SUSPENDERS AND SILK HANDKERCHIEFS.

M. MANDELL,
omooC'ooomomoo

crain
First

2
4

A

A.

9.

has been, since the celebration became a custom, one of Its most
celebrated features. Every age has done its best to glorify with
melody this greatest of all festivals.
A visit to our store will show you that the present century
has reached the higTiest point of perfection in musical Instruments.
See and hear the beautiail CHICKERING BROS., BUSH &
LANE, ELLINGTON, HOWARD, VICTOR, PRICE & TEEPLE,
and
the many other makes of pianos exclusively sold by us in tne
south west1.
Our prices and terms place musical Instruments within the
reach of every home, no matter how humble.
The largest stock or VICTOR TALKING MACHINES
AND
RECORDS can be seen and heard at
,

4
A

A.

opportunity that every
should take advantage of: See
rare collection of Tapestry. Oil
Water Color Paintings In the
ROOM of t'iie Newcomer Book
'
Art !tore.
An

one
the

ami! A
ART q
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BRIGHT, WELL CURED
OAT
HAY, CONTAINS ALL THE GRAIN.
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO., 602
iO
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
HUYLERS AND LOWNEY'S CAN-- !
DIES. O. A. MATSON & CO.. SOLE!
AGENT.
NICE, CLEAN WHEAT HAY. A )
FINE FEED FOR YOUR COW. THE If
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO., 602 0
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Try a Citizen want ad for results.
j

LEARNARD & LINDEMANN'S
THE SQUARE
Established
DEALERS.
WEST
oo
oooooeoooo oooooooc oocoooo
In 1900.

MUSIC

dhristmas Presents

1
0

WE

HAVE

A

WELL ASSORTED STOCK

OF

d Silverware

206

0

rwe

0
o

0
0
0
0
0

New BAHNETT BUILDING

About your Xmas presents. Come to this store we'll
help you in selecting your oifts that you iniend to give. Our stock ts so
varied
and exteesive it is no trquble to choose for man, woman or
child.
from 25c to $10.00.

0

s

O0OOO

0. A.HiAT so IMCo.
s'ore for brain food

0

0

Bric-a-Bra-

0 Dressed and u.weised dolls,

ENGRAVING FKEE

C

re

,0

Reliable in quality and moderate In prices. As our stock Is
t o
varied to enumerate, we would be pleased to have you caU
and inspect our goods and to assist you in making a selection.

GOLD AVENUE.

0

Diamoinds,1 Watches,

Jewelry

Fine Clothing and Furnishing

ookooooocoo)oo ooooc ooo v

Q

All Profit on Furs for This Week.
A A A A A A A A

M

Com-

Every Piece at Cost.
B. ILFELD & CO.

WAYS

W0

o

LOST!

AI

Christmas Tie

A

CLASSIFY

WANTED Ijtrge and small
sacks by Clarkville Produce
pany, for cash.
t20 South

TOYS.

TOYS, of

ll

from

0

s

to $5.00.

15c

kinds, from 5c to $8.00.

0

FINE STATIONERY, from 25c to $5.00.
RARE

NOVELTIES, of every description, ranging from

10c

to

0
$15.

0

0
0

MORRIS, Jeweler

More

ss

TO

TOO LATE

e.

er

Christmas Neckwear

CLAIMED SUCH IN POLICE COURT
JUDGE CRAWFORD DISCHARGED THEM.

DurEs,
Of nglislh Cabinet

Tria

MONDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1905.

NINE MEN WERE MADE

Give to Me FJeiiBier

Published Dally and Weekly

EVENING CITIZEN.

0

A

Christmas Store Complete 0
t

205 RAIILEIOAD AVE.
FOR CHRISTMAS COOKING.
The finest flour Is an absolute
essential, especially for cakes
and, pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed In any particular, its flavor is fine and
delicate, it. has fine body, and
. full
of those nutritious quali- ties so desirable in a family

THE

20

Hour.

M. BERGER
lit West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

DISCOUNT SALS

XMASS

ON

Mexican Drawnvork

Buy a Charter Oak Steel Range
for a present. Woman is a
slave over an old cook stove.

WILL BE CONTINUED UNTIL

December 23
A

goods

ttore full of entirely new offerings for Christmas
that wilt not be found in other stores.

WE GUARANTEE

THEM

BORRADAILE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

shoppers

A

Albuquerque

1

BENHAM

Machine

Works

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and nras Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; fibaftlaaV.
I u
eys. Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for
Buildings.
Ropmlrt on Mining mnd
lll Mmohlnory m vclmity
foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. at.

INDIAN STORE

Cor. Railroad Ave. and First St.
.

Foundry and
It.

OPEN EVERY NIGHT.

O

O
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Santa

F"e

1)

I
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:
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I.

J

Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

uau w earner

Sugts

HAVE

YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physi-

Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS. 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and NlghL Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.

cian; perform social duties, etc. Bates
from Ave cents per day up. let ui
toil you about It.
IN

0
v

c
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y

v

a

O

A

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18 N. T.

Armijo Building.

-
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0
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0
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GANG

IS

MAKE SEVERAL BIG HAULS

Lazzaifs Saloon Robbed of Nearly $100.
Zeiger's Cafe Releived of Over $30-T- wo
Houses

Rooming

M d wan

..Amusements..

LUNATIC

A

I
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ASSAILANT OF MUDGE

OF BOLD THIEVES

Himself Invited Guest

at

Harvey House

TROUPE ,

FINE MINSTREL

Pre-

Saturday evening the Maliara minstrel troupe held the boards at the
Elks' theaier and made a favorable
Riid lasting Impression on Albuquer
quet iieater-goors- .
The performance
MUDGE
WILL
RECOVER
The
Kave the best of satisfaction.
nrst pari atlonteu an opportunity ror
Superintendent .lame Kuril of the'th rendition of numerous comic and
Rio Orande division of the Santa Ke, sentimental ballads which were made
who arrived from San Marcial
this " !U1V neiigutiui uy me voices or tne
morning, says that F. H. Mudge, the r(m,'a,1' quartet, i he Jokes as well
Mlu,ic WFr
'"' P vardmaster at Sun Marcial. who was
a nunxnx as
assaulted there Thursday hv a hobo ,,ate- """"ne was not either
and thought to be fatallv Injured, is ",e 'l",n ,ne laughter
or applauding
"vHlted in
now in a fair way to recover. Al- though he received a compound frae-- ' vociferously. Pleasing vaudeville num- the olio, or s.con.l part,
ttire of the skull, Mr. Mudge has re- - l',,:rs
l,oor mem
'n taci"
covered from the hock of the blow,
and is gaining strength, despite the ';er in the company nor a dull moment
'ue performance, which Is
nf during
fart Hint Viai la r.i., i n,i
finite unusual In such an aggregation
age.
John Uodeey Is still confined In the r nilnstrel performers
Socorro county Jail, and will mostHAMLET AND JULIU) CALSAR
likely be tried lor insanity. Oodeey
has acted very peculiar, and there Is
little doubt as to his unsoundness of
The (5alv(Ston News, speaking of
at- - Frederick
mind.
Besides his unprovoked
Warde's recital of Hamlet,
many
tack upon Mr. Mudge, he did
tayg; "As was to be expected from
other things while at Sun Marcial Mr. Warde's popularity, the Auditor-whicwould brand hi in a lunatic. One lum was crowded to the doors, anil
dfly he entered the Harvey house at the audience was delighted by the
San Marcial and told the waitress that1 study and interpretation given by one
he would like a $2 dinner. The girl who has for so many years presented
told him that che didn't think
shannon the stage and given to the char-coulgive him a $2 dinner, but she acters or the great dramatist his time
would give ill m the best they had. j and talents.
Mr. Warde's experience
fJodeey ate a large meal aud left with- - g an actor has given him an ease of
out paying for It. The next moruing manner and freedom in delivery,
he was found asleep In the hotel. On which, with his readiness of wit and
being awakened. Oodeey ordered his aptness of illustration in his current
breakfast brought In to Mm, and or-- 1 comments during the recital, made u
dered a bottle of whiskey with it. ut.both charming and delightful. Mr.
course, he was immediately put out.
Ward? has no rival in the new line of
After beigg arrested for the as-- . work that he has chosen." Mr. Warde
sault on Mr. Mudge, Oodeey fought appears at the Elks' opera house on
like a maniac nealnst being taken to. Friday. December 22. afternoon and
night.
Jail.

Furs

i

NIGHT OR EARLY SUNDAY MORNING

OPERATED SATURDAY

said Mr. Mori, In an excited frame of

thieve und
Ity Satur-

A bold gang of mieak
mind. The reporter was shown the
burglarB operated l
broken window and the badly battered
day night and Sunday evening. Several bit? hauls were made and tine par- in back door, both showing hard
ticularly exciting encounter took place usage and Indicating that a bob theif
which nearly resulted in the death of had started to work there. Nothing
from the saloon, however.
at leant one bold thief. Residents was stolen
Zeiger's Cafe Robbed.
should keep their houses andl places
A ltfild robbery was perpetrated at
ot business securely locked and have
on hand plenty of tlremarmw and am- Zeiger's Cafe at the corner of Kail-roa- d
avenue and Second street. Enmunition.
trance was gained to the. barroom and
A. Laxzari'a Saloon Robbed.
A. Lazrari, who conducts a saloon 133.75 In cash stolen from the casj
and produce establishment on Copper register.
The burglary, it is believed, hapavenue, near the railroad, was robbed
this
of $99.50 some time between 6 o'clock pened at about 3:30 or 4 o'clock resSaturday evening and 1 o'clock in the. morning, as the waiters in the
morning. Mr. Lazzarl told the mory taurant In an adjoining room report
us follows to the Evening Citizen re- having heard a noise at that time, but
porter: "I do not know exactly what which it. was not deemed important
time I was nibbed. At about 6 o'clock enough to investigate. The boldness
I cashed a check for $l.V5q for a pa- ..- of the thieves can be appreciated when
It Is known that they forced a windowI did not plac
tron of my saloon.
it In the cash register, but rather in on the Second street side of the builda drawer on the ba:k bar, together ing, and. getting Inside, used the same
with $84 In cash. At about I o'clock lnslvuTuent to open the cash register,
Sunday morning I went to the drawer which the police believe was an icefor the money and discovered that pick. In opening the register, a part
both the cash and the bank check of the machine was pried off, which
were missing. I believe the thieves virtually ruined It.
Rooming House Entered.
were hanging around the place durA masked burglar entered the room
ing the evening and waited for me to
go into the adjoining room, when they of News Agent Miller and D. I.,
tireiner, at the Union house, in the
made the 1 aui."
(larcia block, some time between
F. Mori's Exciting Encounter.
11:30 o'clock last evening and 1
The burglar that made an Ineffectual attempt to enter Mori & Azario's o'clock this morning. While Miller
saloon on North Third street, at tiboiit and Oreiner slept in slumber deep,
the thief made off with a watch and
10 oclock Sunday evening, came within an act of being shot dead by Mr. chain together with two opals belong- l ue victims cioines
Mori.
"I was attracted hv a noise nig to MUler.
which sounded as though an effort j were found scattered along the hull-wAs
being made to force the back way leading from the room.
door," Raid Mr. Mori, during an in- Oreiner lay on th bed dressed with
terview with a ronorter from The all his valuables on his person, ho
Kveninir Citizen staff. "I keep the lost, nothing. Miller discovered the
robbery upon awaking at about 1
back door barred with a piece of
in addition to the lock, and o'clock. There is no clue to the Idenwas attracted by the crackling of the tity of the culprit, however.
"Smokey" Bell Touched.
timber in it as the result of the great
When J. E. Bell, the printer, who la
strain It was undergoing. Grabbing
"Smokey," awoke
my pistol I ran around to the rear familiarly styled
f the place and ordered a big negro this morning at the Los Angeles
to throw up his hnnds. 'Don't shoot!' rooming house on Third street, ho
the fellow cried, and as ho explained discovered that he bad been visited
the
that he was simply trying to attract by a burglar during the night, andpockny attention for the purpose of ask- sum of $4.50 removed trom the
ing for a drink, I took him at his ets of his clothes. The theif forced
word. A minute after he had gone the door of the room, but so gently as
I noticed where the fellow had broken not to awaken "Smokey" who did not
the rear window also. I took after get wise that he had been "touched"
him, hut he made his escape. I was until Mondafs sun streamed in at the
sorry then that I did not Bhoot him," window.
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two-by-fo- ur

PREPARING

RIT0 LENDER0SA

FOR EDUCATIONAL
CONTEST

ORATORICAL

WAS BADLY

Tuesday evening commencing at 8
o'clock, the high school preliminary
contest will be held in the High,
school assembly room. From the four
contestants a representative will be
selected to represent Albuquerque
high school at the territorial oratorical contest which takes pluce the last
week in this month in this city during
the meeting of the New Mexico EduEight high
association.
cational
schools ami preparatory departments
will compete in ibis contest. Those selected for the preliminary are Josephine McDonald, Elsie Sackett, Alice
The
Schreiber and Sam Ho Kee.
Judges on thought and composition
will be S. E. Newcomer, J. M. Moore
and Ka'ubi Jacob 11. Kaplan, aud on
delivery. George 11. Klock, M. E.
Hickev and Rev. B. K. Crawford. Th
High school glee club will furnish
music.
News comes from Santa Fe that
Miss Laura Wood has been selected
to represent the Santa Fe schools In
the contest. Miss Eve Wientge was
awarded second place In the contest
held at Santa Fe.
Dr. U. H. Briggs offers $10 in gold
to the winner.
NEW CLUB HOUSE FOR BELEN
H. Emory Davis, who Is in t lie city
from Helen, says that $2..'i00 has been
subscribed to. the building lund of
the Helen Commercial club association, Wiiich was recently organized at
f
town for the purpose of
the
building a club house, ami lint ground
for the new club house has been browill ineor-Krat- e
ken.
The association
for $M,nuo. The new club
house will lie f brick and will cost
in the nelghlxii 'hood of $:.."'i0, and the
remainder of the $10.01111 will be spent
in fixtures and 10 make the club comCut-of-

I

(

fortable.
The new building is to be creeled
in the most
central part of Helen.
The Hey Day club, which now occupies quarter near the Santa Fe depot,
will occupy the new building as soon
us it Is finished.

opportunity that every
should take advantage "f: Sep
rare collection of Tapestry, Oil
Water Color Paintings In the
ROOM
of the Newconitr Beok
A rt
store.
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CITY FATHERS HELD
ADJOURNED

MEETING

Au adjourned meeting of the common council was held Saturday afternoon at 4:30 o'clock ut the office of
City Clerk Lee. The session was for
the purpose of taking action on the

ordinance providing for the salaried
olf'ico of a city engineer.
The majority finance committee reported that it was in favor of establishing the new office, 'Aldermen
Gillewater and Hanley offering convincing arguments In showing that a
salaried engiueer was both desirable
and an urgent necessity. Alderman
Ilfeld, who composed the minority
finance committee, opposed the measure on the ground that the city was
unable at present to stand such a luxury. Following much argument on
both sides, the ordinance was passed.
It does not specify what the salary of
the engineers will be but It will be
fixed, it is said at between $1,000 and
$1,200 a year.
Fire Chief Burtless reported that
the Electric Light company were
stringing uninsulated wire near the
Methodist church.
The chief said
these wires are very1 dangerous in
case of fire, as a stream of water
passing near them would receive Hie
full current and transmit it down lo
the nozzles held by the firmen where
they would receive the full force of
the current. The matter will be re
ported to the Electric Light company
before any step is taken by the conn- -

cs

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

You Can "Fmd
AT OUR 8T0RE,

Diamonds, Solid Gold Rings, Watches, Sterling Silver, Solid Gold
Lace Pins, 8 Day Clocks, Souvenir Spoons, Solid Gold Scarf Pins,
Gilt Blocks, Fine Cut Glass, Fine Fancy China, Ladies' Solid Gold
Chains, Solid Gold Buttons and Studs, Gents' Chains, Alarm Clocks,
and other articles too numerous to mention.

jo

On the Following

Auto phone, 816. Bell phone,
.

.

Am

BORDERS,

Black or Wblt

0

elec-

housecleanlng

411

T PAYS

A

and

Construction Co.
We use the best material

Automatic phone, 260
WEST RAILROAD AVE.

THE CELEBRATED

t

4

.

tt

t

9

9

so

I

Sols Agents.
M. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

Ideal Xmas Gifts

Albuquerque,

the

Christmas

rush.

positively retire

from

on

Fine

31,

0.

longing

to Sunday schonl.
arn to speak In; (lol.l' ii Rule,

An' li
An' Kiss the

in a

first-clas-

s

Jewelry ttore.

IS

BLOCK.

Superintendents
Falrvlew
riama Harbara Cemeteries.

and

C

-

O

MONUMENTS.
201 ;M1 N. rfecond

BL,

Both Phones

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

0

NEW MEXICO'S
LEADING JEWELER
:0

Go-Car-ts

UNDERTAKERS

JEMEZ HOT

teacher every time.

.lr

Strong's Sons

STRONG

ti e
Carries
United States mail;
line with a change of stock en
route; Rood riK", horses and driver;
rii leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. ni. For
ui
address W. I.. Trimble
'".. agents. Albuquerque, N. M.. or J.
1. IlLUCk.
Proprietor. p rea. N. M.

only

ibe heat liemrs a dime,
An'
ltivausi.- they'll have a t'ln isi mi,i, ir
An' :l iii looks pietry pood to lie--

LADIES.
CHILDREN.
GENTLEMEN.
Doll Carriages
Cut Glass
Steins
Art China
Morris Chairs
Express Wagons
Fine Lamps
Morris Rockers
Red Chairs
Silverware
Trunks
Red Tables
Ladies' Desks
Bags
Nursery Chairs
Music Racks
Suit Cases
High Chairs
Fine Rockers
Shaving Mugs
Morris Chairs
Cups and Saucers
Center Tables
Office Chairs
Plate Racks
Couches
Pictures
Washing Machines
RECEIPT OF A SMALL PAYSTORE Ol'EN EVEN'INOS.
MENT WE WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE FOR XMAS DELIVERY.

Plated Silver Table ware, Clocks, and everything be

I

In ve I'll gi

W.

Diamonds,

Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Glass, Handsome Printed China, Solid

I

O

MELINI & EAKIN

and from now until December

will make prices lower than ever offered

Silverware,

Both Phonea.

For Ladies, Gentleman and Children

and additional help added, to take care of

I

CO,

BftlOCtS A
Propi. AlTarado Pharmacy.

205 GOLD AVENUE.

our store will be kept open evenings,

It's Just Before Christmas.

M.

The McBrian Furniture Co. i

DUUllSrs.

FRANKFORT. KT.

far exceeded our expectations,

early. Remember,

.0.

Gold Are.

We can please you

Bottled In Bond.

000000C)0K0

1,

STREET.

We intend disposing of all our holiday goods.
if you want something nice for your friends.

First St. and

we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.

the jewelry business January

and employ the most skilled workmen.

THIS WEEK
i

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

CAPTURED IN RUSSIA.
Ceniilne Russian Sable Fur
Pieces at Net Cost.
B. ILFELD & CO.

s,

WISE ALBUQUERQUE BOY.

I I

Soulhwestern
Electric and

SALE

Make your selections

f

q

CALL
On Dr. Monhett, the El Paso leading
optician, and have your glasses fitted,
with a guarantee for five years. At
the Englewood, office room 18.

CLOSING OUT

1,

'

to have your store or residence wired and furnished
with electrical apparatus ';
the

216 SOUTH SECOND

GRAND

Commencing December

299.

,

Cleaner
General

phone, No.

runerml Director and Embslmer

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE,

Job work promptly done.
Bell phone, Red 271.

Auto

-

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

Our trade for November nasi

Residence

115.

I5

Hearse, 15.00
Commercial Club Building,
CITT UNDERTAKER.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

Con-

Prof. Knox delivers bis closing heal
ipg lesson lecture in Elks' hall to
night at S p. m.. "How, to Overcome
Death and Live Forever In Youth
Health, Wealth and Unending Beau
fy." Hundreds have been healed by
bearing this one lecture. Come and
learn that life, health and wealth are
yours, for the taking of them. A class
has been formed and will receive their
first class lesson Tuesday at 8 p. m.
at Hotel Columbus.

q

k SON

S. VANN

0

99
Tho new dining room of Sturges' $12 Refrigerators
European hotel was opened to 4.he $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.... $8.7 5
$8
public yesterday for ' the first time. $8 China Tea Sets
25c
Every lixttiro of It Is fresh from the 40c China Salad Bowls
Decorated Havlland China, at 20
factory, and the place Id a big im- provement over the old dining room. per cent discount.
25c
I he latter place, however, is soon to 75o Glass Berry Seta
20o
be Improved. A lunch counter will 35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.25
occupy the south side of the room, $1.75 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
and three prlvute dining boxes will $4.50 Decorated Lamps
65c
be built along the north. These boxes $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40c
will be very similar to thoso which 50c Steam Egg Poachers
$10.50
$12.50 Buggy Harness
formerly occupied the place.

HUYLER'S AND LOWNEY'S CAN
DIES. O. A. MATSON H CO., SOLE
AGENT.

SEE OUR THREE SHOW WINDOWS.

,

Special Prices

DiMNG ROOMS OPEN

O0CO00C0

O00O0CK00

We

00Oa0Oa0oa)000

that

FOR

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

LADIES' TAILORING.

Ault-man'-

SETS

BY MAKING A SMALL DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE ANY FUR LAID ASIDE UNTIL XMAS.

Note

"""':..::,:?

You are going to visit the old home
during the holidays. Cheap rates to
all points, via the Santa Fe route.

GROUND OATS. MIXED FEED OF
ALL KINDS.
ROCK SALT, FLAX
Is
Madam dross, of New York city.
SEED MEAL, GROUND OIL CAKE.
now ready to receive customers. Call, CLARKVILLE PRODUCE
CO., 602
and imagine you are calling at
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
BOTH
will
in New York city. You
PHONES.
One
receive work equal to theirs.
rial will convince the most fastidious
Of course you arc Ming east. Wiy
lady that Madam Grofs understands not? The holiday rates are low. Ask
her business. Railroad avenue, over at Santa Fe ticket office for full par
B. Ilfeld's.
Room 26.
tlculars.

FUR

'

happy-go-luck-

BROTHER OF MRS. A. L. MORGAN
PASSES AWAY AT MARINE, ILL.,
THROUGH WORRY OVER DEATH
OF HIS MOTHER.
Mrs. A. L. Morgan last night received the sad intelligence that her
brother, Fred Doggett, who had been
ill for some time, had passed away at
his home In Marine, III., yesterday at
noon.
This is the second relative of Mrs.
Morgan who has died at the old home
in Marine, in the past six months, her
mother, Mrs. Ann Doggett, having
died some six months ago from blood
poisoning, occasioned by the scratch
of a chicken.
Worrying over the death of his
mother Is thought to have been responsible for the Illness of Mr. Doggett, which resulted fatally yesterday.
The many friends of Mrs .Morgan
extend sympathy to her in her recent
bereavements.

ed

HANDSOME FUR.

A

CHILDREN.

The greatest success scored by any
imii
jitr ' L. ...' Milium v,
comedy drama produced labt season,
was credited by the critics of all the
eastern cities to "Hooligan In New
York." The character of Hooligan Is
known wherever newspapers are read,
and Is naturally associated with broad
Howfarce in stage representation.
ever, In the production which will be
seen at the Elks' opera house Monday
night, December 25, he Is more than
careless tramp of
the
the cartoons. The author has made
mm ine principal roie in a urama or
Intunuu Vii.ltl'l,, InturuOt n t.ln.. n.ltll a
w.v
.v:
f
ciivjij lanru 11. mt iiiu iu vile
I'n'ii'"r
great metropolis. He not only gets
into continual trouble, thus causing
screams of laughter, but be saves the
Innocent and punishes the guilty,
thus gaining the hearty applause of Offer to supply you with anything In
the auditor.
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we ars now making
fEW STURGEyiUiOPEVY

The Southwestern Electric and
struction company supplied the
CAUSES TWO DEATHS trical fixtures of the new place.

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

Mes-dam-

THE CHOICEST AND MOST APPRECIATED CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF ALL
WHY NOT SELECT ONE NOW? OVER 300 TO SELBCT FROM.
BEAUTIFUL

HOOLIGAN IN NEW YORK

SCRATCH OF A CHICKEN

The city council at their meeting
this evening should certainly take
om
cti" on the social evil nuis
ance. This matter has been post
poned as long as the good of the city
will permit.
Gentlemen, please take
action.
Mrs. W. H. Saunders, of Jsleta, Is in
the city, visiting her sisters,
Hutchinson ami Cochran, and
of course, purchasing holiday gifts.
Chas. .). Fink, who resided in Albuquerque a few years ago and was
employed then al the local shops, Is
here again, to spend the holidays with
his p.irents, Mr. and Mrs. E. Fink.
Extra tables, supplied with pens
and Ink, occupy space at. the local
postofHce, all for the convenience of
Uncle Sum's patrons who are sending many articles these days to relatives and friends in the east and elsewhere in this prosperous country of
ours.
John J. Hlnnd, of Florence. Oregon,
who came to this city a few days ago
accompanied by his sister, died yesterday of consumption, aged 23 years.
The funeral was conducted from the
undertaking parlors of A. Borders this
morning at 10 o'clock. Rev. Hugh A.
Cooper, officiating. The remains were
laid to rest In Falrvlew cemetery.
A. H. Dixon, one of the very best
engineers that pulled the throttlo of
an engine on the Santa Fe road, has
returned to the city from a trip to
Bisbee, Arizona. He met several
at Bisbee, and among
them was "Mose" Holman, who Is
on the El Paso Southwestern
as an engineer, and ho reports the old
man getting along nicely. Mr. Dixon
was surprised al the Bisbee mining
camp, mating that it was the "biggest
thing'" he hail ever seen.

Reduction on all Furs

d

Lendorosa was badly Injured
yesterday at Wlnslow. He Is a gravel
train laborer and while following this
line of work had the misfortune to
catch his foot between the bumpers
of two cars. All the bones of thej
foot were fractured.
Lenderosa was
brought t to the Santa I'e hospital in
this city yesterday. Dr. Cutter dressed the Injured foot. It Is thought
that the man will be obliged to re- cil.
main in the hospital for at least three
Kilo

BUT NOW"
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j

Sale

0

Xujzas

vious to Assault.

Ransacked.

FIVE.
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ARMIJO & CO.

Furnishing

Goods Now Arriving
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Special Sales Every Saturday.
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Auto Phone 601.
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Should the charter be granted, as It
undoubtedly will, the experiment will
be watched by other cities with a
great deal of interest. In offering to
turn over 4 per cent of the gross receipts to the government of the District of Columbia, the would be Incorporators have established a new
precedent, so far as Washington Is
concerned.

HOW GERMANY JAILS ITS

BIG INSURANCE GRAFTERS

CONGRESSMEN
BARRED FROM
CORPORATION SERVICE.
Not much notice was taken of a
bill, Introduced early In the session by

PRIVATE CONCERNS ARE STRICTLY SUPERVISED BY A GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT APPOINTED FOR LIFE. AND FREE FROM
ANY PERSONAL INTEREST.
Control of private
life Insurance societies In Germany Is
intrusted to the ministry for the Interior.. About a dozen permanent members of this otllce arc appointed by
the kaiser on the advlre of the federal
council, and none of them may be In
any way connected wtth any Insurance
noddy. They retain their posts for
life and have an excellent retiring
pension. To meet technical difficulties, they are assisted by an advisory
board, 48 directors of Insurance companies.
No new company can commence
business in Germany before It has
ue imperial
obtained permission.
control office requires every life Insurance society to keep Its books In
a certain way. It has the right to ex- amine every book and document relatThe most
ing to the balance sheet.
minute attention is given to the reserve funds. These have to be kept
perfectly distinct, especially the premium reserve fund. The officials assure themselves of the actual existence of every specified Item in the 1IM.
of Items. No portion of this fund may
be removed from the place where It
is kept without the authority or the
control office, upon penalty of fine and
imprisonment.
An equally careful control Is kept
over the directors' fees, the Investments, loans, mortgages In short,
over everything that affects the InterThe directors
ests of the Insurers.
cannot, without the sanction of the
imperial control office, engage In any
other commercial pursuit. These gen.
tlemen can be called upon to make
rood nny losses falling on the insurers
1n consequence of' any Irregularity In
the administration of the society's
property and funds. Violations of the
regulations mean that the company
must quit business.
One result of this careful control Is
that German life insurance companies are managed comparatively cheaply. The balance sheet for 1104 of one
large Berlin society shows that with a
premium revenue of t2,5'H),noo, the
administrative expenses amounted to
J2SH,itim, Including rent, taaxes. sal- -

Ibrlin.

Representative Fuller of Illinois, making It an offense, punishable by a fine.
and Imprisonment, for any Menu I or or
representative to hold oflice In or be
employed by any corporation or other
Joint stock company; but If that bill
ever gets out of committee and up for
debate In the house, there will be
some of the liveliest hours in the
history of congress.
The bill Is Intended to strike at the
very root of "corporation graft," and
there is no denying its enactment into law would work a revolution. The
measure has been discussed more or
less In the cloak rooms, and a good
many members believe It ought to
pass. Mr. Fuller is a republican, but
his project is very popular with the
democrats.

IS.
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.
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com-niiti-

ee

TARIFF REFORM, OR THE
DEMOCRATS WILL RETURN.
Strange as it would seem, revision
seutiment is about as strong in The
senate as it is among the members of
the house. The argument Is along
the same lines, that unlesB I ho republicans overhaul
the schedules
there Is likely to be a democratic
landslide. Senators, of course, are
less sensitive t public opiuion than
members of
but they are
coming more and more to have regard
for what the people think.
Some recent object lessons have tended to
increase this regard. Ohio is a case
in point.
An overwhelming majority
iu the state legislature has been rendered very close, even if the democrats do not succeed in controling
that body. It Is true that there will
be uo election of u senator by the
presut legislature, but the same thing
might very well have happened In a
senatorial year.
The present senators
who are
strong for revision are Cullom of 1111- the-hous-

EVERITT

M.

.

For Fine Silverware, Tea Sets, Water Sets, etc.

"Hamlet"

v

EVERITT

For Toilet SeU

In

Silver, Ebony, Rosewood, etc.

EVERITT
AT 8:30 P. M..

For Clocks, Umbrellas, Canes, etc.

EVERITT

Joluis Caesar

Fbr

(

ADMISSION:

Rings, Brooches, Chain Lockets, etc.

EVERITT

I

25c and 50c
50c, 75c and 91

For Everything
Store.

EVERITT

EVERITT

FRAZEE& BROWNE

ariee, commissions and the usual office, traveling, medical and other costs
and the amount written off the society's property.Extra fees to the
amount of $19,000 were distributed
among the chief officials of the society out of the year's surplus.
In the case of another Important
Berlin society, with a premium revenue in 1903 of $2,707,500, the expenses
of management amounted to $375,000.
j in
a third with a premium revenue
, of $G(i.1.noo,
the cost of management
was 177.500.
In an old established
company, with a premium
j provincial

CITY

Special to The Citizen:
Washington,"!). C, Dec. 18. It was
all very well fur President Roosevelt
and Speaker Cannon to make a CJm-pa- ct
whereby rate legislation was to
be pushed to the front and tariff revision to the rear, but the president
and the speaker cannot control Individual apd unofficial expressions of
opinion. In tie house and senate lobbies aud other places where statesmen congregate taritf is discuased
about as much as railroad rates.
Tho program agieed uion by the
president and the speaker will be carried out, of course. Mr. Hooneve.ll
already has fuelled bis part of the
bargain by keeping the soft peiil on
the discussion of tariff in his nit
sage. Mr. Cannon will keep faith by
putting the rate bill through the
house, although nothing will bo dono
now until after the holiday recess.
In the meantime, the spectre of tariff revision hauuts tne dreams of
"Uncle Joe." His lieutenants, upon
whom he dey mis lor information as
to hi'use
advise him that
members aie talking tariff more and
more each day, and that tin re is being eiystali.ed a belief that something lias got to be done by the republican party, else the people will
turn the Job over to the democrats.
Next year will occur a congressional
elctiou, and more than one member is
growing anxious about the folks at
home view of the stand-pa- t
policy of
the house powers-that-bIt was thought Cannon had played
a trump card' when Ue took "Jim"
Tawney from ways and means aud
placed him at the head of the
Tawney
on appropriations.
has beeu an out and out revisionist
and the speaker feared that on ways
and means he would give too much
thought to tariff matters. It is said,
however, that us the head of appropriations. Tawney is beginning to
study the tariff from the view point
of treasury receipts, and Is more than
ever convinced that revision of tne
schedules Is necessary. Tawney probably will imi wako any trouble during
the presen; session; but the Joke,
nevertheless, would seem to be on the
speaker.

For Fins Watches, from $5 up to $150.

Matinee and Night

,

Retrenchment
IN

EVERITT

Freicrilfrt
MATINEE AT 2:30 P.
Recital of Shakespeare's
Immortal Play.

-

For Fine Diamonds.

found in a first-clas- s
Jewelry
Despite the strong demand for reon sale at Matson's Thursday,
Seats
trenchment In public expenditures, a December 21, at 9 a. m.
bill Introduced Into tbe house by Mr.
Perkins of New York, providing for
the purchase of homes for our em
bassies in London and Paris, is going
For Presents of All Sorts, Useful, Lasting,
to receive serious consideration, with
,
Beautiful Xmas Gifts.
cnances
tne
strongly in favor of its
passage. The bill limits the cost of
each embassy to $40,000.
December 25th
The opinion has been forming for
some years that the United States be
Has been with you twenty-tw- o
years, and guarantees everything with a guarantee that Is
littled itself by the policy of compelling its diplomatic representatives
Good.
to live in rented ami often unsatis
factory quarters and there now Is a
well defined sentlmcut both In and
out of congress that permanent homes
should be provided. It Is not proposed, however, to provide for all the
The Diamond Palace. Railroad Avenue.
capitals at once, and the Perkins bill
Is Intended merely as n starter.
The measure Introduced by ' Mr.
Perkins Is understood to have the approval of both the president and SecThe Laughing Show
of State Root, and an earnest
Income In 1903 of $2,227,623, the cost retary will
be made to secure its paseffort
of management was $368,000.
sage.
To Insure a man's life at the age
of 40 In a German insurance society, RATON RECIPIENT OF
tor itm to tie paid at death, plus
BIG PAY ROLL.
bonuses granted, an annual premium
A great deal of work is being done
FOR
of $3.20 to about $3.70, according to in the neighborhood of Raton opening
-- In
the society. Is demanded. If the $100 up the wonderful coal resources of
plus bonuses are to be. paid on the that section. New towns are being
attainment of tho age of 65, or death laid out and hundreds of men are emif this occurs earlier, the annual pre- ployed In grading for the new railmium varies with the society from road work and the making of reser$4.25 to $5. Larger sums can bo asvoirs.
sured at exactly proportionately largIt is said that the pay roll for the
er premiums.
labor on this new work alone amounts
to over $25,000 a month. The town of
TURKEYS, DUCKS,
Raton is feeling the effect of this
would result. That the eloquent New much additional money being turned
GEESE, CHICKENS,
Yorker would prove an attractive and loose near there and the merchants
OYSTERS, CRANBERRIES,
entertaining figure as leader of the are doing a good business.
minority none will deny, but he could
The Christmas trade ,1s well under
MINCE MEAT, ETC.
not attain the coveted position with way and the stores have good crowds
out a Bt niggle. A good many mem all of the day. The main work of deNone but the best
bers have not forgotten that he sup velopment is to open up the Stlgarite
ported Palmer and Buckner In 1896 country.
and besides, there are others with
AT
parallel, aspirations. Should Williams
MERCHANl TAILORING
retire. Missouri alone will have two
candidates, Champ Clark and Judge
DeArmond, and their are favorite song UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST H MCOMMtNDEOBTMOST tWiNtMT PHYSICIANS
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMin other state delegations.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
217 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
TAWNEY STRONG FOR
upMy
tailoring
Is
CHEESE-RINmerchant
stiop
PARING
Auto 'Phone, 423.
Colorado Phone, Black 182.
Mr. Tawney, the new chairman of stairs over No. 209 West Railroad aveI solicit the patronage ot
nue,
where
AGAINST OlSOflDtftSor n STOMACH KIDNEYS AM 8UD0ER
the committee on appropriations, of
PRICES
THAT
ARE RIGHT.
She- IfranctecnnComuantt.
the house, has declared himself for a the public. All work guaranteed flrst-clasaAKBAHA CAl
as I have had fifteen years' ex
J4
sweeping policy of retrenchment.
He perience
in the business. Suits made
doesn't propose to let a dollar git to
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS
order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
by him that can by any possibility
be flagged. Estimate will be knifed repaired. Tbe specific I use will not
without stint and the cry of "cheese Injure tbe cloth. Ladles' garments
paring," Mr. Tawney says, is not go also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
ing to faze him.
O. BAMBINI.
After a careful study of the situa
REPAIR SHOP.
tion, those responsible in congress for
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
the preparation of appropriation bills,
Finished for Christmas, even if sitting is made as late as Decemup
ture set
and crated for shipment
have conclued that no very far reachFURS AT COST.
ber 23. Extraordinary reduction until January 1.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
ing retrenchment can be effected in
Mere's Your Opportunity to buy
HALF PRICE on all our cabinet pictures.
SH(it!MKEB
H
I.
a Good Xmas Present Cheap.
million dollar lumps. There are a
$10 Pictures, now
$5 $3 Pictures, now
$3
B. ILFELD & CO.
Sittings made by appointment 'evenings, until 9 o'clock
number of big ways in which money
can be saved, of course, but It is the
309 west
Avenue.
PENNINGTON & BRUHN
Railed
little leaks that will have to be slop- pod if the treasury deficit is to be
Ollice Chief Quartermaster, Denver,
wiped out. Opportunity for two big Colo., December 15, 19U5. Sealed pro'
retrenchments are presented,
and posals In triplicate will be received
WITH
Speaker Cannon and his lieutenants here until 11 a. m., January 15, 1906,
NOT ICE.
have about decided that there shall for disinterring remains of otllcers,
be neither a rivers and harbors bill enlisted men and civilians burled in
4 To the Public of Albuquerque and Vicinity:
1
nor a public buildings bill. Appropri- old post cemetery at old Fort Sumner,
DR. D. S. MOXHE1T, the lead ing El Paso, Texas, expert grad- 1
EJESCOVeiY
ations will be made, probably, in the New Mexico, and boxing and deliveruated optician, has again arrived ar.d will remain for a considers- J.
sundry civil bill, for continuing work ing same at nearest railroad station
ble time. His ollice is at The Enclewood, room IS. So here is
'ONSUMPTION
Price
on projects now under way, but no for shipment to the Santa Fe, N. M.,
the very best opportunity for you and your children to have your
UUHS and
60c $1.00
new pi ejects will be authorized,
glasses fitted to vour eyesight, perfect in every respect. He Is
it National Cemetery. U. S. reserves
JOLPS
Free Trial.
is hoped, also, that u million dollars, the right to reject or accept any or all
able to remedy almost any disea se of the eye. Ho guarantees his
in round numbers, can be saved on bids or any part thereof. Information
Surest and Uuiciist Cure for oil
glasses, free for five years. Chil dren a specialty. His motto: "No "
TUKOAT and LUNG IROUB-Lii- S,
tile public nrintinir bills, ami the
is furnished on application to this oltice.
Any person desiring Dr. Monheit to call, pleate
bonent, no charge.
a strong sentiment iu favor of holdEnvelopes to be marked "Proposal for
or MOiJlTi BACK.
drop ' a postal card or telephone 4"2.
ing up tho naval program so far as disinterments."
'' e
I'
It relates to the authorization of new
C. A. H. McCAULKY.
vessels; but here the opportunity for
Chief Quartermaster.
c
big savings practically ends.
The
chances to save a few thousand here JACOB GOLD DEAD
and a few thousand there, however,
T LAS VEGAS.
aro almost without limit, and there
Jacob Gold, for many years known
throughout
Is going to bo such a scrutiny of prothe west as a dea'er in
posed appropriations as congress has Mexican and Indian curios at Santa
Fe,
died at ten minutes past ten Frinot witnessed in many a day.
day night at the territorial hospital 0
PROCTOR WILL RETIRE TO
for the insane at l.as
v'egas.
Mr.
GIVE HIS SON A CHANCE. Gold, who had been In falling heMt,
Announcement a few days ago that both mentally and physically for s".ue
Senator Proctor of Vermont proposes time, was admitted to the' Institution
to resign his seat in the senate and November 9th, of the present year.
retire from public life, brings to light It is probable that the burial will be In
a story very unusual in politics. SenSanta Fe.
ator Proctor has a son" who is
New Tailor Shop.
politically, and bo wants, first
A J. Morelil. the weii Known tailor
of all, to bo governor of Vermont. He
was a candidate before the last state has reopened a tailor shop on North
BE
TO
election, but the cry of "Too much First street, whore he Is ready to
Proctor" was raised, and he failed of clean, press and repair ladies' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
the nomination.
Senator Proctor has told bis friends Patronage of former customers solicit
OUR
that bis political ambition is satis- ed.
fied, aud in order that he may no
Don't drug the stomavn to cure a
longer prove an obstacle to his son's
advancement, he proposes to step cough. One Minute Cough Cure cuts
As
is big
systhe mucus, draws the inflammation
down aud out.
tut of the throat, lungs and bronchial
will
we
WASHINGTON
tubes, heals, soothes ami cures. A
HEATED AND
CABLED BY CONDUITS. quick cure for Croup and Whooping
up-to-dachoice
circumSold by all druggists.
An
of, but nevertheless, Cough.
we
novel proposition is embodied in a
prices.
for
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
bill which has been introduced In
most,
is
congress for Incorporating the Eco- For propeny at Los Cerrillos? Cost
for money-savin- g o
price,
of
nomic Heating and
Refrigerating $1200; trading
in
c
company, which is to have au author- cost. A snap, if you can use' the
IJ..ri't
ized capital of ll.onn.ooi). The scheme property.
be afraid to talk
Couch
Covers,
Bed
Pillow
Scarfs,
is to pipe the streets of Washington with me. T. I.. McSpadden, 300 South
Sofa Pillows, Cushions,
Comforts,
and from a central point distribute Broadway.
heat In winter aud cold air In sumt
Linens,
per
20
on
being
off for cash all week
mer. The feature that makes the
measure worthy of attention, how- long. Don't miss this golden oppordone
Sale.
to
tunity
bin furniture.
ever. Is that wealthy men. street railJ .1). EM MOWS
way magnates
and other practical
o
men of affairs, are named us the inTh holiday rates will be
ai'.l
corporators.
fa-l
to all points via
The men whose names appear as Santa IV r ire. Call at the ticket the
of
applicants for the charter are abund- fire uiul
particulars.
antly able to finance any undertaking
they go into to the extent of a great
deal more than a million dollars, and
FOR THIS WEEK,
pur Gnat l ine of Furs Will He 4
the fact that they have applied to
Railroad Avenue
West Railroad Avenue
congress for Incorporation Is evi$
Priced at Cest.
B. ILFELD A CO.
dence that they have figured out the
thing as
commercially
practical.
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Place Your Order Now
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Christmas

A Cyclone of Ftm
The "Franciscan
Cordial Bitters
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The Eminent Tragedian.

EVERITT

Railway Regulation to Lead Tariff Reform Exciting Intesest Congressmen Gladly Rid of

SOMETHING

MATINEE AND EVENING,
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER 22.

ELKS' THEATRE

FROM WASHINGTON CITY

Postofficcs

ELKS' THEATRE

Matinee
EMBASSY BUILDINGS FOR
BOTH LONDON AND PARIS. Evening

WELL SERVED

NEWS

004,
EVERITT

MONDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1905.

COOLING

nols, and Nelson of Minnesota. Their
constituents are taking a keen Interest In questions bearing on the tariff, and the interest of the senators is
a natural consequence.
The attitude of Senator Lodge has
attracted more attention, possibly,
than that of any other member of tae
upper house. He has told some of his
close friends that he is about convinced thaj something must be done
at an early day, both to relieve the
revenues of the government and the
business of the country from the depressing effect of certain Dingley
schedules. The possibility of a tariff
war with Germany also Is giving the
Massachusetts senator much concern,
as- exemplified by the bill he introduced last week. It is not expected
the bill will be passed, because all
revenue legislation must originate in
the bouse, but It will serve as a feeler
of sentiment in the senate.
There is probably no chance that
anything wl'.l actually be accomplished at tho present se.vsion, hut in view
of the growing sentiment In both
senate and house, the country is likely to hear a good deiii about the tariff before adjournment day, aud the
republicans may fiud themselves committed to some action at the next
session.
CORTELYOU'S. PLAN DOES
NOT PLEASE THEM ALL
There is a good deal of difference
of opinion iu congress over I'oslmas- -

ter General

Coitolyou's ruling that
fourth oiass postmasters shall be continued in office beyond the four-yeterm, provided their set vices have
been satisfactory.
This practically
places the fourth class postmasters
under the civil service and deprives
members of congress of about all the
patronage they had remaining. Members represent lug city disttiets are
not, of course, personally interested,
but many members from rural districts have their organizations constructed with the fourth class postmasters as the foundation, and they
are in a good deal of doubt as to how
tho new order of things is going to
work out.
A large number of members profess to rejoice that they are to be relieved of tho vexations which attend
the appointment of fourth class
while others see all sorts
of trouble ahead of them when
tho
postmasters awake to a realization of
the fact that their tenure of otfice
no longer depends upon the favor of
their congressman.
ar

post-muste-

COCHRAN WANTS
TO SUCCEED WILLIAMS.
The little flare up In the house, the
other day, between Leader Williams
and u recalcitrant member of the
miuority, disclosing as it did the lack
of complete harmony in the demoBOURKE

,

cratic ranks, has revived the story
that V. Hourlie Cockran of New York

is ambitious to succeed Williams as
leader of the minority in the evetit
tho latter is promoted to thi senate.
Mr. Cockrau's ultimate ambitiuu is
declared to be the speakership, but
awaiting the day of a democratic
house, lie would be couteul with the
minority caucus nomination c speaker and the floor leadership which

-

TA

Melini & Eakini

'A

YOUR PICTURE

.

kill-

cough
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JANUARY NEXT WE MOVE TO THE NEW I

STAAB

BUILDING

us

STOCK REDUCTION MUST

FORCED

NEEDS

.WITH

the work of removal a
undertaking, and to perfect a
tem that
meet
successfully
this great emergency
must greatly
reduce our
and, most
stock. Under these
stances
are obliged to cut deep into the
Especially
the
Holiday Shoppers this
favorable opportunity
the
buying useful Christmas Presents, such as Rugs, Curtains,
Portieres,
and Table
Sets,
Shams,
Lambrequins, Blankets,
Household
Etc. Visit our store and keep posted
the things
during this Removal
te

one-hal-

f

c.-n-

.,

one-thir-

g--

305 West
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PACE

THIRD STREET

DOES IT PAY

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

To experiment when the Stomach.
Liver. Kidneys, or Rowels are weak
and calling for assistance? A thousand All Kindt of Ff"Mh and 8att Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory.
Follow the example or
times no!
EMIS KLEINWORT,
the mntitude who have lieen rnred,
Maoonlc
Building, North Third Street
and commence taking

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS

RANKIN

PIONHER BAKRY

PROPOSED

j

n

j

in New Mexico,

will he

culled

Let Us Suggest a Few Items
CHAIRS.

CHASE LEATHER COUCH.
Regular price, $23; sale price. . $20.00

DINNER SET.
GOLD DECORATED
Regular price, $9; ale price. .. .$7.20

Regular price, J'7; sale price. . $21.60

Ite

addi-Ition-

Decorated China, all prices.

of

RRATT

FOUND AT LAST

Staple and Fancy

al

111, anil within twelve hours the Bplrit
of life had taken Its departure to a

A1

jillli

AMP

nLvilvI

' The first
8ymPtoras wer a blindness that came
to the eyes. Violent spasms followed,
from which the doctors could give no
relief. A special train was sent for
Mr. Clough, who was attending to official business south of San Marcial,
and he was enabled to arrive at the
The remains
bedside before death.
were shipped to the old borne in the
east for burial.

Assault Yardmaster at San
Marcial and Throw Brake-ma- n
off the Train.
RIPLtY

TRAINMASTER

- W. E. Hodges and N. M. Rice, the
former general purchasing agent for
in,
the Santa Fe, with headquarters
Chicago, and the latter general storekeeper of the coast lines, with offices
In Topeka, Kan., left last night for
their different headquarters,
after
making a tour of the coast lines, and
spending the past few days in this
city on business. Mr. Hodges closed
contracts for Ice and fuel while here,
and Mr. Rice has been inspecting the
different store rooms along the line.
It is understood that a large shipment
of steel will be made the first of the
year through this city, the steel corn- ng from lne eaflt jestitled for the
coast lines and new branches now
building. Messrs'. Hodges and Rice
left In their special business car,

TALKS

COPP.D.D.S.

Paysou Ripley, truinmaster for the
Santa Fe. with offices at San Marcial,
was in the city Sunday and was registered at the Alvarado. Speaking of
the recent dpredations committed &y
tramps along the lines of the Santa
Fe. Mr. Ripley said:
"Thursday night two bums, who
were stealing a ride, threw Brakemau
Becker, of the Rio Grande division,
from the top of a fast moving train
because he .tried to put them off.
A few days prior to mis one oi mese
tramps almost, killed the yardmaster
at San Marcial. The matter Is getting serious, and if something Isn't No. 9.
done by the authorities at the different towns through w hich these tramps
J. .1. Woods, the "boomer"
pass, I believe that the citizens will
who was arrested by Special Ofform organizations and take the mat- ficer Wells of the Santa Fe. at Rln- ter into their own hands.
con. several nays ago. was released
It seems to me tnat all tne tramps vesterdav.
Officers Williams and
In the United States are going over Courtwrieht deciding. after putting
our lines these days, Hearted lor tM Woods through the "third degree."
Paso and the south. The Jails along tnat tney did not have sufficient evi-Ih- e
line are full of them, and still dence to hold him. Woods, after his
we are having trouble. Many of those release, did a hasty "getaway" last
arrested have been caught breaking night. The officers are sure that
into cars of merchandise, and will be Woods was connected with the cut- prosecuie.i to tne run extent ot me ting of the hose on fast freights, but
law, out many oi mem we mo lorc-ecould not prove It.
to let go. as we cannot secure suffi-- i
dent evidence to convict.
The Santa Fe dynometer car. used
"The tramp question is one of the for determining grade percentage and
most serious that we have had to deal drawbar
resistance of trains and
with in some time. We will liave to amount of power necessary
to pull
establish a patrol to keep them off them, passed through Albuquerque last
the trains, and when the work at the night euroute to Los Angeles. The
Helen cutoff is completed and hiin- - car was attached to a fruit train, and
dreds from there go to tramping, we tests will be
here and
will most certainly be 'up again ifV", !xs Angeles and a report made by
those, in charge of the car, coveting
la" Information In refence to grades.
OFFIflAI PflPPFfTlflN

j

.
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The
1621-163-

Hcndrie & Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.
Seventeenth Mreet. DENVER. COLORADO

9

RIO GRANDE LUMBEjR CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Third and Marquette

Both Phones

C000Oe000K0
Unredeemed Diamonds

o

YOI7R JEWELER OFFER TO SELL YOU A
COST,
IT WOULD
DIAMOND EVEN . AT
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are In s position to sell dia-

monds that have been pawned to us at
jewelers buy at wholesale.
118

20

per cent less than retail

The Man You Can Trust
ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker.
Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

..

. t.

Marcial on a brief Inspection trip.

I

Payson Ripley, trainmaster of the
Santa Fe at San Marcial. was here
Saturday night, and spent Sunday at
the Alvarado.

?
WITH THE NEW YEAR
begin with new Ideas and new methods.
Modern sanitary,
plumbing is one that you should adopt.
played out
Get rid of
appliances and get those that bring
absolute cleanliness, good health and
happiness.
For nil Information and
particulars see

The Standard Heating &
Plumbing Company

E.

G. E.

GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.

Palmer A Wright's
fancy boxes, at

D. A. SLEYSTER

REAL ESTATB
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
INSURANCE.

WE GIVE

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

PERFUMES

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.

You best satisfaction

In

&

$1.00

BLUE FRONT

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN8 MILL

117

(1

W.H.Hahn&Co

We have them in pretty,

The Williams Dftig Co.

mill

work.

i

and latest odors.

best

25c, 50c, 75c

OOOOOOCXXOOCXXXXOOOCXXXXJ

superintendent
of
tian.a .i 1m In '
rl U i Her r.unufl (in
the city on official business.
O. M. Smith, traveling superintendBOTH 'PHONES
ent" for the Harvey system, Is a guest
at the Alvarado.
siCCOOCOCOOOOCOOOCOCXDCOCCO
S.

Busser,

COKE

Both 'Phones.

special Machinery

NOTARY

Ton

;

e
e

M.

WEST

AVENUE.

RAILROAD

'

Both 'Phones.

SKOOCOOCOCXXXXIOOCIOOOCOCOO

Morris Chairs. Ladles' Desks, other
useful Xmas Gifts. Make your selections early.
J ,D. EMMONS.

Citfzqi Want Ads Bring The Best Results

The Belcn Town and Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite
Of l.uuo biisine:-t
and residence lots, size '.'5x142 feet, laid out with broad SO and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade ttees; public
bouse, cost
iug $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of l.fiitO inhabitant.; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capaci'y, 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Helen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wiue, beans and bay in Central New Mexico. Its iinKrtance as a gret.t commercial railroad elty in the near luture cannot be estimated
s

General

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

The lot offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation);
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., etc. Also a tlrsi-clamodern hotel.

MARCIAL

WiLL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
no fanJ or gravel

We need

s

The uncertainty of life was never
more exemplified than in the death "f
.Mrs. F. M. Clough, wife of the superintendent of bridges and building on
the, Kio Grande division, who passed
away at San Marcial ou Friday of last
week, after au il'uess of twelve hours.
The aue of death is not exactly
known, but it Is thought to have been
acute Hrlght s disease.
On Thursday evening. Mrs. ClougU
was well and happy and down town
The next morning she was

Internally Fired Marine Type Boilers.
Cahall Water Tube 8afety, and Return Tubular Boilers. Send us your
Specifications for Quotations.

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

MkS. F. M. CLOUGH DIES
AT SAN

BOILERS

Belen,Jis 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

S. H. C.H1MSHAW.

...

PRESSUSE

233 EES ILa IES
Bfo 232,
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Bclen Cut-o- ff
ot The Atchison, Topeka & Santa e Railway

e

and

HIGH

OEHIES TOO

I no-

ticed In your paper a few days ago
an article that the Santa Fe Central
bad enjoined the Eastern Railway of
New Mexico from crossing ourtraCnS
at Willard. In order that you may
have official and reliable information
in regard to this matter, I beg to
that the Hon. W. H. Andrews,
pre:.'r!cnt and general nianaiter of t'.iel
hanta Fe Centra.1 Hallway company,
soma six months ai;o, agreed with the
officials of the Eastern Railway of
New Mexico, to allow them to cross
our tracks at Willard, and that that
company is now preparing the crossing, which will be put in at an early
date.
I
alo desire to say harmonious tne
exist not only betweeu
Eastern Hail w ay of New .Mexico, but
itll other roads with which we have
connection, j have the honor to remain, yours truly
Assistant to President
Manager.

& CO.

COAL
$6.00 Per

James Kurn. superintendent of the
Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe,
arrivel In the city today from San

AIl.u-Willar-

Dec. 15.

ILFELD

B.

this city, the greater part of which
found its way Into the coffers of tle KOCXXXXXXXX)OCOOOCOCOX)0
local merchants.
American Block
CtrrUlo:.

4

M.,

Only.

About $75,000 was distributed among e
the Santa Fe employes Saturday In .

Cali-etite-

N.

We are prepared to furnish, on short notice, all sorts of

New Planing Mill

Jack Risque, formerly employed In
THE BEST OF FEELING BETWEEN the Santa Fe shops In this city, but
SANTA FE ROAD AND SANTA FE for the past two years foreman of the
Mexican Central shops at Agua
CENTRAL.
has arrived In this citv and
will remain
days renewing ac
The other day, on nioxt excelle.it au quaintances several
his many friends
thority, The Citizen stated that the hortt lirtia with
I
...it
nciiinay
" lin
san.o v.. 0.,trt i,wi nn.hii.it P.i the'",.
Mca
an"
eastern
Astern Railway of New Mexico, (the 1
'
Helen cutoff of the Santa Fe), from,
crossing the tracks of the former at
will White, well known In
Since then, it is learned, querque ax a former employe In the
WU
HI Olll lUlOl Illtllll
mini aiwu, uu
In the Issue of last Thursday a correction was made. Here in another
correction, and Is orVial from S. H.
Grimshaw, attestant to the president
and general manager of the Santa Fe
Central:
Fe,

BOILERS

i

'

Santa

re

I

made-betwee-

FROM GRIMSHAW!eii"HCanactaTrillnf,y-

OF P.

1- -2

brighter and better world.

FF
I L

Wagons"
"Red
O.
HACK

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

s

COAL AVENUE AND SECOND STREET

TRAMPS NUMEROUS

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to nvr already well equipped lanndery a machine wfth which we can hindle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with them ttey
are Just like new. If other laundriPs shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten thein out for you.

A. E. WALKER,

1906-190-

and Retail

Wholesale

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

CO.

Interest:

D. EMMONS,

J.

I

F.

The two
Carlsbad project.
Groceries
projects will bring the number
of reclamation schemes up to 24. Of Htllsboro
Cremery Cutter best on
these 11 are well under way. They
Earth.
provide for the reclamation of 1,303,-ilii- u
acres of arid lands at a cost, of Orders Solicited.
LADIES' DESK.
Free Delivery.
$117,028,571.
These are big figures and
they represent big projects.
214 South Second Street.
0
On Jnne :ih 1!05, the total cost of
Regular price, $10. 50; tale price
construction and engineering work CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
.$8.50 performed by the reclamation service,
Wholesale and Retail
together with the administration expenses, amounted to $5,402, Itift. On
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, MgT.
that date the reclamation fund had
reached a total of $28,028,571.
It was 602 South First Street Both Phones
estimated m that time that the re8
ceipts for the fiscal years
would amount to $D,uutf,ouo, so that the
riRE
sum of money available, for reclamaINSURANCE.
tion purposes up to the end of 1908
Secretary Mutual Building
will be $37,028,571.
Office at .1. C Baldrldge-'.Since the work of reclamation beyard.
gan, 77 miles of main canals have been
constructed and 54 miles of distribTOTI A. OR API
uting canals, as well as 186 miles of
ditches and 147 bridges. Over 9,350,-00- 0 Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
cubic yards of earth have been
miles of tunnel Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquor
Santa Fe shops, but who has been a excavated and 3
and Cigars. Place your orders for
gang foreman In the shoim ot the driven. The telephone lines Installed
this line with us.
250
have
miles
measureed
and
the
Agna
Mexican Central at
Callente
NORTH THIRD STREET.
126
roads
miles.
built
have
covered
past,
for some time
arrived in the city It
necessary
been
50
has
of
to
erect
Saturday and will spend the holidays
REDUCED PRICES
here. It is understood that Mr. White fices and other buildings. One cement
will accept a itosliion with the Bank mill has been constructed, the product
On Dental Work.
Plates, $8.00;
of which already amounts to 15,000
of Commerce In the near future.
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00
barrels. Besides the cement manufacup. Teeth extracted without pain,
lb. B. Aver, a former night operator tured hy the reclamation service, use
60c. All guaranteed.
78,000
has
been
found
additional
for
for the Santa Fe at Holbrook, Ariz., barrels
cement,
purof
were
which
was In the city yesterday, going south
In open market. Over 2,800,uoo
to El Paso last night, where he has chased
B. M. of lumber have been sawed
accepted a position with the South- feel
the work of construction and
ern Pacific. J. J. Daniels, of Atch- for
feet B. M. in addition have
ison, Kan., will fill the position made 1,750,000
been purchased. The concrete comvacent by the resignation of Aye.-- ,
pleted amounts to 70,000 cubic yards,
'
B. F.
Paul Mudge, chief clerk of Train- the puddling done to 4,500 cubic yards,
12,000
riprap
the
completed
Room
Armljo
Building.
to
17.
cubic
N.
T.
Genson
McCormick,
of
master
ami
and the paving to 190,000
eral Manager H. U. Mudge, of the yards,
Santa Fe, was In the city yesterday square feet. The railroad iron used
from Las Vegas, where he is em- amounts to 130.000 pounds, the cast xxxrxxxxxTxxxx trxxxxxxrxx x
ployed. He returned north this morn- Iron to 600,000 pounds. The sheet, pilLONDON
CLUB LIVERY AND
ing driven has amounted, to 150.000
ing.
lineal feet, the bearing piles to 10,000
ED STABLE S
Mrs. W. B. Johnson, wife of the lo- lineal feet.
Corner Second and Marquette.
Thesa figures will give some Idea of
cal yardmaster for the Santa Fe, arrived in the city yesterday from their the gigantic size of the enterprise
f
former home at Pueblo, Colo. Mr. which the engineers of the reclamaJohnson and family will make - this tion service have In hand in the
reclamation or 1.303,600 acres of arid
city their future home.
land.
coast
Mrs. Dan Miller, wife of a
Meetnight
line brakeman. left last
for
Give Your Stomach" Rest.
vllle, Mo., whore she will visit durNothing will (Tith Indigestion
C. GRANNIS, Prop.
ing the holidays with Jier mother, doesn't digest the food, Itself, that
and
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. M
.Mrs. Van Dyke.
H
give the stomach rest. You can't
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico. Q
Albuquerque,
New
that a weak stomach will regain
H. S. Lutz, former station agent Its strength
get well when It is xxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
here, but who Is now located at Santa compelled to and
do the full work that a
Fe, in the same capacity, was a visitor sound
You
stomach should do.
In this city over Sunday, returning to
wouldn't expect a sick horse to get
THE FUEHR UNDERTAKING CO.
Santa Fe last night.
well when it Is compelled to do a full
307 West Railroad Avenue.
day of the week.
R. E. Walker. B. B. Ball and E. T. day's work every
Day or Nigtt
Both 'Phones.
Coffey, connected with the engineer Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is a perfect dt- corps of 'the Santa, Fe. stationed at El gestant and digests the food regardRito, spent Sunday In the city, re- - less of t'ne condition of your stomach
Relieves Indigestion, Belching, Sour
GO TO THE
turning to El Rito t'nia morning.
Stomach, and all stomach disorders.
Mrs. R. S. Dameron, wife of one of Sold by all druggists.
the best known brakemen on t'ne
coast lines, has gone to St. Louis and
South of Viaduct, on First Street.
e
CHRISTMAS FURS
other points In the east, where she e At
Net CoKt, For This Week
will visit during the holidays.
j

SPANISH LEATHER MORRIS

'

Established In 1882
The secretary of the Inicrior has
&
G.
recently approved two new reclama-ilio- Sole agents for Casino Canned
Goods
projects..
One, wiibh will he
las. lieekin & Co.'s Coffees. Im
partly in Texas and partly in New
boden's Granite Flour.
Mi xieo. is culled the Rio ilrntide project; Hie othr, which will lie wholly

j

MAHOGANY MUSIC CABINET.
Regular price, $12.50; gale price. .W

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WKDDINO CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first c!n?s baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

RECLAMATION ACTUAL
i

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room H, N. T. Arm1o Building.

cures Headache, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, CostWeness and Female Ills,
also prevents Colds, Grippe, or Pneumonia. Try It t.nlay. lo get a free
copy f our 1906 Almanac from your
druggist.

In order to reduce our mammoth stock of Furniture
Stoves, Ranges, Carpets, Glass and Chinaware before inventory time we will give 20 per cent discount
off our regular low price. Are you looking for a Xmas
present? Something useful as well as ornamental.

& CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

It

6

Wholesale Grocers

;

AND

SEVEN.
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JOHN BECKER, President
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bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mil

s

)

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO
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EAST AND WEST
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WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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I'UKHONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
O

Christmas Gifts
Patoiit Kid SUot-si- ,
H. avy SoUn
Yici Kid Shoes,

FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS.
or Mutton, iow or Hisli HopIh. Light or
$2.50, $3.50 and $4.00

Ijre

Light,

Heavy

CITIZEN

Ing a large girder which was being
hoisted, when a chain broke, precipitating Pucrr and the girder to trm
ground.
He dislocated his right
shoulder and sprained one of his
Duerr probably saved his
wrists.
life by Jumping away from the girder
when the ground was nearly reached.
Bernalillo II. Bearrup and Harry
Fluke returned hist evening from
llernallllo where they enjoyed a hunting trip. The young men returned
empty handed and clnim t'nat they did
not see a duck or any other game,
either going or ruining. The trip was
made on horseback.
Frank Zink. fnremin inaehlnist In
the railroad shops at Estancia. and
formerly a resident of this city, arrived in Albuquerque this morning.
This evening he will start for New
York, where lie has been called owing
to the Illness of his father.
George Smith found hunting along
the Rio Grande excellent yesterday.
He brought down several ducks and
partridges. Mr. Smith returned from
the trip last f vening.

IOCATi AND

3l4WESTRAItB0ADAVt

EVENING

Partly cloudy and warmer tonight.
Tuesday, partly cloudy.
Kegtiliir meeting of the cl!y council
tonight.
riepiiliir meeting of Minrela Lodge
No. 4. K. of P., this rveninn ut 8
o'clock.
.Mix. W. .T. Cairtwill left the other
dnv fir southern California, where sue
for a couple of
mill visit friend
niont hs.
It. Kitlar review of Alamo hive No.
L. O. T. M., at Odd Fellews hall

MONDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1905.if

In the Last and Final Rush of Purchasing
p
Christmas Gifts

f

In the mad endeavor to buy suitable fancy article

mind that the most satisfactory
article.

gift for men

and

for presents, bear In
boys Is the practical

Mch

No Other Thing Cotild Give as
faction as Wearing Apparel -

Satis-

Suits, Overcoats, Hats, Shoes, Shirts, Handkerchiefs, Gloves, Mufflers and
Tuiwday afternoon, December 13, at
Ties are all suggestive.
Felt S1lippr., Plain or Fur Trimmed, Black, Red, Grcrn or
2:30 Rhaip.
Hrown
60c, $1.25 and $1.50
Jim Sine, tho restaurant keeper of
I
Vlcl
Kid.. $1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.S0
tor Sllppprs, PiUont Kid cr
Domingo, alias Thornton, Is In the
A pair of our up to date Shoes or"
85c to $2.25
Children
Shoos
city purchasing Huppliew. He returns Slippers comes always handy and as
FOR MEN AND BOYS.
tonight.
north
a Christmas gift Is more appreciated
Pfittnt Colt Shoes, Ulucher or Plain Lace, Straight or Swing Iast;
W. J. Oliver, who wu at Guam and than anything else. Our stock
of
very Fjlish
$3.50, $3.75 and $4.00
Thoreau. on matters connected witn stylish footwear offers you Just what
up
wear
to date In style, fit, and will
Vlcl Kid or Vox Calf Shoos,
the local Indian achool, has returned you want and at prices that you are
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50
well
to the city.
willing to pay. C. May'i Bhoo store,
looking
$1.25 to $1.50
CHRISTMAS FURS.
and warm
n
Felt or Knit Slipper?, neat
W. Akers and Bister, who 314 West Railroad avenue.
J.
Mrs.
Slippers,
looking
All our Furs Will Be Sold at
are dainty
Vie! Kid or Pox Calf
and easy on the
o
have relatives and friends here, came
Cost This Week.
foot
$1.50, $2.00 and $2.50
Pay your poll taxes today at
In from Santa Fe last night and will
B. ILFELD & CO.
8 RojV Shiws, 2V4 to 12
$1.25 to $1.65
O'Rielly & Company's drug store.
few days.
2
a
remain
13
2
,
to
$1.50 to $2.00
R.8 Shoes.
9
9 A 9. 9 A 9. 9. 9. A . A
The merchants of Albuquerque nre
Boys' Shoes. 2'$ to 6V4
$1.65 to $2.25
SHIRTGROSS
MAKES
prlnci-paMADAM
enjoying a big trade, and the
CLEARANCE SALE.
business thoroughfares present a WAIST SUITS TO ORDER, EVERYTHING FURNISHED. FOR $25, AND
most animated appearance.
bargains
Big
In millinery. All goods
WALKING SKIRTS FOR $15.
TO FACE THE CHRISTMAS PROBLEM
R. W. Gamble, Hn employe of the
must be sold by January 1, regardless
composing room of The Evening Citiof
cost.
Auction.
Another
SANTA CLAUS PROVIDING A
zen, Is laid up with a very bad ease
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
1:30
Wednesday, December 20,
YULETIDE FEAST
of inflammatory rheumatism.
o
LET US HELP YOU SOLVE IT FROM OUR FINE SEsharp, at the residence of Mrs. Robert
Music Cabinets, Fancy China. 20
H. Emory Davis, with tho John Appleton, 20! South Edith street, 1
LECTION OF HOLIDAY GOODS. IF YOU ARE INTERfor his friends will find lota, of good
per
cash.
off
deliver
cent
We
for
will
Becker company of Beien, and Imls will sell the entire furniture of her
things on our shelves to make merry
ESTED IN CUT GLASS OR FINE CHINA, WE WILL
Watch our
of the First National bank of handsomely furnished six room house. Saturday before Xmas.
with for the holiday season. We will Becker,
large ad.
J. D. EMMONS.
MAKE PRICES INTERESTING ALSO. TRY US.
yesvisitors
Albuquerque
were
part
Belen.
of
kitchen
Goods
In
consist
have high grade mince meat for your j terday.
o
large
refrigerator,
large
utensils,
Combination Book Cases and China
pies, tne nnesi quality or pium pudJohn D. Hughes, who was at Santa range, cabinet, dishes, glassware, oak Closets make appropriate Xmas Gifts
new Legding, Just like hlme-niaddintable,
dining
doing
room
days
seated
leather
foine
few
past
the
Fe
for the housewife. 20 per cent off for
horn citron, fancy dates, cocoanut
cash.
macaroons, coffee, highest grade of drawing for A. L. Morgan, the con- ing chairs, 3 good carpets, brussels
J. D. EMMONS.
lidavenport,
folding
and
to
axmlnster,
returned
...
builder,
has
n
tractor
and
table butter, Queen olives, and everycurCXXXXXXXX)CKXXX)CXXXXXDOOC)0
brary
heaters,
table,
rockers,
lace
city.
the
119 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
thing In staple goods.
suite,
C. W. Cook, traveling freight agent tains, $125 walnut
HIGHEST PRICE PAID FOR
oak
suite,
Iron
brass
and
refor the'Santa Fe In New Mexico,
OLD CLOTHING.
and mattress,
turned to this city this morning from beds, pictures, springs
M. Langer,
Nos. US and 120, South Second St.
required
everything
in
chiffonier,
fart
a business trip to the southern part in
303 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.
appointed
nicely
house.
a
See
the
of the territory.
Corner of Silver Avenue.
poods Tuesday before sale.
Mr. and Mrs. P. M. Davis and the
OCOCxDOOOOOCXiOOOOOOClOOOOO
H. S. KNIGHT,
latter's father, of Estancia, are here
Auctioneer.
purchasing holiday goods. They will
CI
NEW
LINE OF PICTURE
IN
remain a few days and hope to return
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR PIC- to Estancia in time to enjoy their
A GENUINE FOX
'" TURES FRAMED BEFORE THE
Christmas dinner at home.
Boa. Extra Long; Worth $50; on
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUD- The people of Santa Fe and Las; A
Sale This Week for $25.
SON, NO. 113 NORTH SECOND
long
enjoying
now
distance
Ycsas are
B. ILFELD &. CO.
STREET.
telephone service with Denver, anil a
9.
A A A A A Jt A A
A A A A A
A 9
force of workmen are pushing work
from the territorial capital to the terXMAS SUGGtSTIONS
ritorial metropolis, and hope to reach
Albuquerque in about twenty days.
Sausages
"Usinger"
shipment
Fresh
Filled.
Mail
KODAKS,
ALBUMS,
Mrs. D. A. Summers, formerly of just received.
SOUVENIR
Frankfurters, Flelsh-wurs- t,
BICYCLES,
San Marcial, but now of Bisbee. Ariz.,
Blutwutst, Leberwurst, West-falla- ii BURNT' LEATHER,
spent yesterday in the city with relaWe KNIVES, RAZORS,
FOOT BALLS,
Hani, Salami, Cervelat.
tives, and let t last night for her home. are sole agents for this very fine BOXINO GIXJVES, STRIKING BAOS.
J. H. O FIELLY CO , Druggists
Barnett Building
LUMBER CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
FISHING RODS AND REELS. AT
Mr. Summers, w ho was an engineer on brand of sausage, which Is unsurthe Itio Grande division of the Santa passed even iiy that made in tho ld HOUSTON'S, 118 GOLD AVENUE.
Fe, has left the Santa Fe and gone to country. Try it.
the El Paso Southwestern.
Paulino Montoya, a well known
sheep raiser and merchant of Cuba,
who has been here purchasing goods
vomomo and
mo
visiting his two sons attending
FIRST-CLASAND
school, will leave on his return" to
ALFALFA
Mr. Montoya HAY OF ALL KINDS. OUR PRICES
Cuba this afternoon.
was Introduced at The Citizen office ARE ALWAYS THE LOWEST. THE
this nfternoon by Hon. E. A. Mlera.
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO., 602
Alderman P. Hanley and Street SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Commissioner Martin Tlerney InspectFOR RENT.
ed the street macadamizing machinUNREDEEMED PLEDGES AT LOW PRICES
line
ery of D. J. Tersway at Fort Win-gat- e Three room frame, North First
IMPORTED CUTLERY
I have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
yesterday,, and will report their
,
$10.00
street
findings at the) meeting of the city
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
Southin
council tonight. It Is understood that Five room brick, North Eighth
sell before the new year, and 1 will sell them cheap rather than ship
they favor the purchase of the mathem to an eastern wholesale market.
$20.00
street
chinery.
Mrs, E. C. Whltson, of North Second Five rooms, furnished, on West
Teas, Chafing Dishes, Home
fine
114 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
street, Is entertaining Mr. and Mrs.
$25.00
Railroad avenue
II. T. Shlmmon and daughter, Mrs.
BEST."
Miller
c
S. D. Wilcox, of Cleveland, Ohio, who Seven room brick, modern, In
$30.00
stopped In Albuquerque, while en
Fourth ward
route to Pasadena., Cal., where they
bnirn-mowill reside for the winter. Mrs.
JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
spent several months In AlbuNickel-Platequerque five years ago with a daughter. Miss Maud Shlmmon, who died
here at that time.
Mistletoe and Holly
will
. Fred
J. English, tho handsome
member of The Press Syndicate of
in
for Xmas
America, with headquarters at Denver, Is in the city on business connected with the syndicate. He called
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.
Decorations are fine this year. Ours
at The Citizen office this afternoon,
come from the best sources. Early
but on seeing how rushed the force
orders are solicited.
getting
afterwere
out
beHt
In
the
Stand on a chair and you can almost see Christmas, for it's
noon paper in the world, excused himTHK FLORIST
self until this evening. From Albucoming. We have a store Just full of nice articles that would make
querque he will go to Santa Fo and
401-40- 3
319
WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
thence to Las Vegas.
Ideal Christmas gifts. Remember, no charge for packing and
118.
Phone,
Auto
who
was
Jordan,
Thomas
taken to
Vlnita, I. T., by United States Marshal
C. M. Foraker and
Deputy Harry
Cooper, was turned over safely to the
says
the officers XXXDOCXX3COOCXX)CXX
authorities there,
who returned to the city Saturday.
The officers were paid a reward of
$500 for the bank robber's apprehenflft
sion, hut there Is still $600 coming as
soon as It can be decided to whom
wm.
PROPRIETORSMcintosh.
CHAS. F. MYERS.- .
the money belongs. Marshal Foraker gays that nothing new has been
WTIOL.I2SAL.K
discovered relative to the Colorado
murder Jordan Is supposed to 'nave
except
the facts contained
committed,
lu the intercepted letter.
While at work with a wrecking
gang near Bernalillo yesterday, Frank
And everything In Watches, Jewelry, Silverware; etc., for Xmas
Duerr, a car repairer of Las Vegas,
Presents,
ELEGANT CURVING SETS, ALL. KINDS AND PRICES. OUR STOCK OP FOCKET KNIVES IS THE MOST COMPLETE IN THE
was painfully hurt. Duerr was guld- SOUTHWEST. WE GUARANTEE OUR SCISSORS AND SHEARS, ".MADE FY WISS." IF AT ANY TIME THEY KAIL TO.STVY SHARP
Latest

weighs

Styles,

Medium

or

$2.50, $3.00 and $3.50

SIMON STERN

oooooooo-o-

ooooooo

It is Never too Early

t

y

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

ill!

MAYNARD.

bed-roo-

F. F. TROTTER

bed-roo-

The Jeweler

tKI5000000CO000

m

m

HOLIDAY BARGAINS

iiitiilTtlttYl

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.
Orders Promptly

hum

t

t

Toi'et Sets, Manicure Goods, Shaving
Sets, Perfumes, Etc.

Lowney's

Gunther's

Whitman's

CANDIES ALWAYS

j

First and Marquette,

Albuquerque, N.M.

oocotoooo oeooooo

Yw WSII

S

DIAMONDS i

With our elegant

The largest

west p p

HENRY YANOW, the Pawn Broker

the

of

p

s

o
--

1

p

assortment of Five o'clock
A
Steel Ranges, "THE WORLD'S
Comfort and
large stock of

O0000

o

A

n

Rome

d

Coffee and Tea Pots

not leave our store
The finest goods made. You
disappointed. The largest Hardware House
the
Southwest.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

iVES

113-115-1-

For

HARDWARE

DIAMONDS

A

FIX IS (1LOVKS I

Christmas is Coming
We are ready with everything a man or boy wears.
Fancy Suspenders 50c to

OR YOU KIND

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
West Gold Ave.

RKTAir,

Few Suggestions fot the Holiday

A

A

NEW PAIR IN THEIR PLACE.

THIS

THE

FLAW IN THEM, RETURN TO US AND RECEIVE YOUR MONEY DACK OR

SAFETY RAZORS
Cole's

Hot Blast.

"QILLETTE." "STAR" AND
ITEM IS A FINE PRESENT TO LIVE.

GEM" ARE THE REST.

;0niYersar

THE "UNIVERSAL"
UREA!)
...U-"-V-

rv

AND CAKE

MAKER

AND FOOD CHOPPERS

)Breacl

HEATERS AND RANGES
H

EST

M

ADR.

ALL

SIZES AND LOWEST PRICES

Maker

COLT'S

$1.75. Men'sLoungingRobes
$5.50 to $20 00. Men's Smoking Jackets,
$6.50, 7.50 to 12.00.
A New Suit or Overcoat is
a very appropriate present
119

North First Street

South First Street

17

AUTOMATIC

PISTOLS AND REVOLVERS

WINCHESTER
RIFLES,

SHOTGUNS AND

Mixes and Kneads
Bread Thoroughly

AMMUNITION.

Minutes
Three
do not touch th. dough.

In

tl.nd.

DOE.

8

AA

WITH HAND KNEADIN8

AND

KAUS BEITtR BREAD.

Sold

B

E. J. POST

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue
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& CO.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
'

